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Abstract
The thesis is based on the design and analysis of a series of realistic deterministic
models for the transmission dynamics of Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) and
Tuberculosis (TB) in a population. In addition to the enormous public health and socio-

economic burden each of these diseases inflicts globally, the synergistic relationship
between the diseases (where one disease accelerates progression ofthe other) has equally
devastating effects. First of all, a basic model for the transmission dynamics of the two
diseases, incorporating the essential epidemiological and biological features of the two
diseases, is designed. Appropriate dynamical systems theories and methodologies, such

as stability/bifurcation theory, center manifold theory, comparison theory, Lyapunov
function theory and Lasalle Invariance principle, are used to analyze the qualitative
dynamics of the model. The TB component of the model was shown to undergo
backward bifurcation, where a stable disease-free equilibrium co-exists with a endemic

equilibrium when the associated reproduction threshold is less than unity, due to the
exogenous re-infection property of TB disease, The HiV component of the basic model
has a globally stable disease-free equilibrium when its reproduction number is less than
unity.

The model is then extended to include an imperfect HIV vaccine and the directiy
observed treatment, short-course (DOTS) for TB. Some of the main public health
contributions of the thesis include the following.

(i) an imperfect HiV vaccine, with modest efficacy, can lead to the elimination of
HIV from the community if the coverage rate is high enough.

(ii) TB transmission by latently-infected individuals play a vital role in the spread

of TB.

(iii) TB can be effectively controlled using DOTS with large enough coverage if latent
transmission and duration in the latent class are minimized.

(iv) a backward bifurcation in TB modelling was caused by exogenous re-infection,
whilst that in HIV in the presence of a vaccine arises due to the imperfect nature
of the vaccine.

(v) the treatment of people with active TB in the mixed HIV/TB class, with large

enough coverage, can eliminate the mixed HIV/TB infection in the community.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The central theme of this thesis is the use of mathematical theories and methodolo-
gies to understand the transmission dynamics of two diseases of major public health
signiflcance, nameiy the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) and mycobacterium tu-
berculosis (TB). Before giving deiails of the mathematical formulations and analyses,
it is necessary to provide background information of each of the two diseases, as below.

1.1 HrV/ArDS
HIV, the causative agent of the acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS), was first
recognized in the 1980s. Since then, the pandemic continues to pose unprecedented
threat to global health and human development. An estimatedS4-46 million people are

currently living with HIV/AIDS and more than 20 miltion people have died from AIDS
during the last 20 years. AIDS is now the leading cause of death in sub-Saharan Africa
and the fourth-leading cause of death globally. The pandemic has cut life expectancy
signifrcantly in many countries in sub-Saharan Africa. For example, life expectancy in
Botswana decreased from 65 years in 1985-1990 to 40 years in 2000-2005 [60]. Although
the pandemic seems to have stabilized in Africa, HIV is now threatening other major
globaÌ centres such as China, India and Russia [8, 16,20]. The global and regional
trends of HIV/AIDS is depicted in Figures 1.1 and 1.2.



Global summary of the AlÐS epidemic
Dece¡'nber 2OQ6

Number of people living with HtV in 200ó

Total 39.5 million (34.147.1 million)

Adults 37.2 million (32.144.Smillion)

Women 17.7 million (15.1-20.9 million)

Children under 15 years 2.3 million (1 .7-3.5 million)

People newly infected with HIV in 200ó

Total 4.3 million (3.6-6.6 million)

Adults 3.8 million (3.2-5.7 million)

Children under 15 years 530 000 (410 00G{ó0 000)

AIDS deaths in 200ó 2.9 míllion (2.5-3.5 million)

2.ó million (2.2-3.0 million)

Children under l5years 380000 (290000-500000)

Figure 1.1: The ranges around the estimates in this table defrne the boundaries within
which the actual numbers lie, based on the best avaiiable information [33].
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Adults



Regíonal HIV and AIDS statistics and features, 20(M and 200ó
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Figure 1.2: Regional HIV and AIDS statistics and features,2004 and 2006 [33].



1.1.1 Socio-economic and public health impact of HIV
In addition to being a major public health problem, HIV/AIDS has far reaching con-
sequences to all social and economic sectors of society. It exacerbates poverty, reduces
educational opportunities, devastates the workforce, creates ì.arge numbers of orphans,
and exerts tremendous pressure on already limited health and social services. For ex-
ample, HIV/AIDS has cut annual growth rates in Africa by 2-4% per year [1b]. The
annual economic loss of slower economic growth as a result of HIV/AIDS-related death
or disability in 50 countries (USA, Russia, 5 in Asia, B in Latin America, and 35 in
sub-Saharan Africa) during 1992-2000 is estimated at $25 biliion [20].

L.L.2 Replication cycle

HIV infects and replicates primarily in CDI+ T cells. An infected individual typically
pâsses through several infection stages, being highly infectious during the pre-antibody
phase (primary infection stage; characterized by high viremia with over 10 million viral
copies per ml), maintaining low infectivity during the asymptomatic phase (secondary
infection stage), and becoming highly infectious as (s)he progresses toward AIDS (AIDS
stage) [16, 18, 26,32,37,39,45]. Figure 1.3 depicts the typical course of HIV disease
'in u'iuo.

Studies of HIV RNA in infected individuals show that viral levels vary widely between
individuals, where individuals with higher viral loads during the chronic phase tend
to develop AiDS more rapidly [41]. Another crucial related fact is that RNA levels
are correlated with infectiousness [22,49]. Thus, infected individuals in the primary
and AIDS stages are more infectious than those in the asymptomatic stage (because

of their high viral load).

1.1.3 Control strategies of HIV in a population

HIV is controlled in two main ways, therapeutically and preventively. The thera-
peutic component is primary based on the use of antiretroviral drugs (ARVs). Since
their introduction in the early 1990s [45,46], ARVs, particularly the highly active an-
tiretroviral therapies (HAART), have had dramatic impact in curtailing the burden
(morbidity and mortality) of the HIV pandemic in many countries where these drugs
are accessible [aa]. The use of such life-saving drugs, over long periods of time, reduces
the viral loads in HlV-infected individuals to non-detectable levels (typically charac-
terized by HIV RNA of less than 50 copies/ml) [34]. In addition to making these
individuals less infectious (owing to the positive correlation between viral ioad and
HIV transmission [22, 23]), HAART extends the ]ife, and the quality of life, of infected
individuals [45]. Unfortunately, however, these drugs are still not widely available in
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Figure 1.3: The time course of HIV infection in a typical infected aduit [45].

many resource-poor nations of the world. Further, their widespread use is associated

with the emergence and transmission of drug resistance strains, as well as numerous

side effects and toxicities.

Preventive strategies against HIV include the use of condoms, education about safer

sex practices, counseling, screening blood products, discouraging needle sharing etc.

Although these efforts have helped halt the spread of HIV to some extent in some

resource-poor nations, it is generally believed that the "best" way to curtail the AIDS
pandemic is via the use of an effective vaccine '12,I71. However, it is unlikely that a
highly effective vaccine wilÌ be available soon. Instead, the current expectation is that



the most likely vaccine that will be developed in the foreseeable future may have lower

efficacy in protecting against infection and/or result in a shorter duration of protection
in successfully immunized people than most traditional vaccines.

L.2 Mycobacterium Tuberculosis

TB, an infectious disease caused by the bacterium Mycobacteriurn tuberculosis, affects

at least 2 billion people (one-third of the world's population) and is the second greatest

contributor of adult mortality amongst infectious diseases, causing approximately 2

million deaths a year worldwide [55, 56, 61]. The recent World Health Organization
(WHO) report on global TB controi [61] shows that aÌthough the number of TB cases

was stable or falling in 5 of 6 WHO regions in 2004, the number of cases in Africa
continues to grow (where the TB epidemic is still driven by the spread of HIV). Overall,
more than B0% of all TB patients live in 22 countries mostly in sub-Saharan Africa
and Asia. In the United States, about 10 to 15 million people have latent TB.

7.2.L Transmission mechanism

TB is an airborne-transmitted disease. The causative agent of TB transmission is

Tubercle bac'illus, which reside in the lungs of infectious individuals. The bacci,li, spread

in the air when infectious individuals sneeze, cough, speak or sing. A susceptible

individual may become infected with TB if he or she inhales bacilli from the air. The
particles containing Mycobacteriurn tuberculos'is are so small that normal air currents
not only keep them airborne but also transport them throughout rooms or buildings

[59]. Individuals who regularly share space with those with active TB (the infectious

stage of the disease) have a higher risk of becoming infected than those who do not.
Bacilli become established in the alveoli of the lungs from where they spread throughout
the body. Initially infected individuals typically undergo a long and varied period of
latency before the onset of active disease.

I.2.2 Control strategies of TB in a population

The high burden of TB infections in regions within Asia, Africa and some parts of Eu-
rope (notably the Russia federation and other eastern European nations) necessitated

a global effort, spear-headed by WHO, for the effective control of the TB epidemic
worldwide. This resulted in a number of global initiatives such as the "Stop TB Part-
nership", "International Standards of Tuberculosis Care and the Patient's Charter"
and "Global Plan to Stop TB". The key components of these initiatives are to achieve

the Miliennium Development Goal (of halting, and beginning to reverse the incidence



of TB by 2015), providing access to quality TB diagnosis and treatment (based on the
use of antibiotics) for all and, subsequently, saving millions of lives.

Control strategies to curtail the spread of tuberculosis are generally classifled as the
directly observed treatment, short-course (abbreviated as DOTS) methods. The five
elements of DOTS are: political commitment with increased and sustained financing;
case detection through quality-assured bacteriology; standardized treatment, with su-

pervision and patient support; an effective drug supply and management system; and

monitoring and evaluation system, and impact measurement according to a publica-

tion on the subject by the World Health Organization's website. The new six-point
strategy, developed by WHO over a two-year period, builds on the successes of DOTS
while also addressing the key challenges facing TB control in providing âccess to TB
treatment and care, including TB/HIV and MDR-TB patients.

1.3 Public Health and Socio-Economic Impact of
HIV/TB Interaction

It is believed that about 90% of. individuals without the HIV infection who are infected
with TB do not develop active TB (the TB disease); while at the same time, HIV is

the most powerfui risk factor for the progression of the TB disease from latency to its
active stage. Statistically, while an HIV positive individual infected with TB has a 50%

lifetime risk of developing TB, another individual who is HIV negative when effectively

exposed to TB has only a 70% risk of developing TB [43]. It has also been observed that
when CD4-f T cells count decrease in HIV-1 infected persons) the risk of tuberculosis is

increased either from primary infection or from reactivation of latent Mtb infection[ 2).

The socio-economic and public health implication of the coexistence of both diseases

in any given population, particularly âmong resource-poor nations, is enormous. HIV
patients in the AIDS stage die more quickly on having being additionally infected with
tuberculosis.

1.3.1 Control strategies against HIV/TB co-infection in a pop-
ulation

HIV is the main reason for failure to meet T\rberculosis (TB) control targets in high
HIV settings. TB is a major cause of death among people living with HIV/AIDS.
Sub-Saharan Africa bears the brunt of the HIV fuelled TB epidemic. The rapidly
increasing HIV epidemic in other parts of the world could also increase the number
of HlV-related TB cases. In order to control TB in high HIV settings, the DOTS
strategy shouid be complemented with additional collaborative TB/HIV activities.



These collaborative TB/HIV activities have the objectives of creating the mechanism

of collaboration between TB and HIV/AiDS programmes, reducing the burden of TB
among PeopÌe Living with HIV/AIDS (PL\¡/HA) and reducing the burden of HIV
among TB patients [62].

I.4 Justification and Objectives

The enormous global impact of the HIV/TB co-infection demands rigorous qualitative
studies to gain insight into the transmission dynamics of these diseases in a population
and to evaluate their control strategies. F\rrthermore, relatively little has been done in
the study of disease dynamics in a population that is infested with both HIV and TB.

The main objectives of this study is to use mathematical theories and techniques to
address important questions associated with HIV/TB interaction in a population, such

as the foilowing:

(i) What are the qualitative and quantitative community-wide impacts associated

with the use of control strategies such as the DOTS treatment (for TB) and an

imperfect HlV-vaccine for HIV?

(ii) What is the epidemiological impact of the transmission of TB by those with latent
TB and those with HIV/TB co-infection?

(iii) What types of bifurcations does the HIV/TB transmission system exhibits?

(iv) What are the epidemiological thresholds (and conditions) that govern the persis-

tence or elimination of each of the two diseases and their co-infection?

1.5 Thesis Outline
The thesis begins with an introductory chapter (Chapter 1) describing the socio-

economic and public health impact of the two diseases. The main mathematical con-

cepts used in the thesis are briefly described in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3, a basic

deterministic model for HIV-TB interaction in a population is presented. The HIV-
only and TB-only sub-models of the basic model are rigorously analyzed in Chapters
4 and 5, respectively. The full model is analyzed in Chapter 6. The model is ex-

tended to include the use of imperfect HIV vaccine and treatment for TB in Chapter
7. Concluding remarks are provided in Chapter 8.



Chapter 2

Mathematical and Epidemiological
Preliminarres

The mathematical models to be considered in this thesis will take the form of determin-
istic and compartmental systems of nonlinear ordinary diflerential equations (ODEs).
The models will be analyzed at steady state using appropriate dynamical systems
theories, tools and methodologies. Such analyzes wouid enable the determination of
important epidemiological thresholds that govern the persistence or elimination of the
disease being modelled.

In this chapter, some of the key mathematical theories and methodologies used in
ihis thesis will be introduced. Further, the associated epidemiological concepts will be

introduced.

2.L Mathematical Preliminaries
Consider the following system of n first order, nonlinear differential equations (where

a dot represents differentiation with respect to time, ú)

r: f(r,t;¡1,); r€U CIR';¿€lR, LLeV CRp,p,ne.Z¡and01p1n. (2.1)

Definition 2.L Gi,uen a functi,on r: r(t), an ord'inary di.fferential equat'ion (ODE) is
an equation F(t,r,r',t",. . . 

, z(r)¡ :0, where r' d,enotes the fi,rst deri,uatiue of r w¿th

respect to t, r", the second deri,aatiue ui,th respect to t, and'in general, r'(k) the lr-th
deri,uatiue of r wi,th. respect to t proui.ded eøch deri,uati.ue i,n the functi,on F h,as a degree

of I. k i,s called the degree of the ODE F.

In view of Definition 2.1 above, the system (2.1) is an ODE system where the parameter

¡r is a constant and the notation z' is used interchangeably with r.



A geometric interpretation of the above oDE system in (2.1) is as a vector field, so we

will interchangeably refer to system (2'1) as a vector field'

Defrnition 2.2 A soluti,on of (2.1) is any uector or n-tuple r: û: (rt,Iz,"' ,Ir)
such th,at

þ-f@,ú;P)ll"=¿:o'

Definition 2.g A system of the form (2.1) is sai'd' to be autonomous if th'e function f
d,oes not erpli'c'itly d,epend, ont, that i's, if f : f @)' If f i'n (2'1) erpli'ci'tly depend on

t, then systern (2.1) i's a non-o,utonoTnous system'

Thus, if (2.1) is an autonomous system, then, we can write

Defrnition 2.4

ten in the forrn

*:f(r), r€lR'. Q.2)

IftheODEF(t,r,r',r","',r(t)¡:0'inDefiniti'on2'lcanberewrit-

\a;(t)rþ): q(¿), (2. 3)

i:0

where q(t) and, each ø¿(t) are functions of ti'me t, then F(t,r,r"t"'"' 'r(n)¡ 
: 0 'is

sai,d, to be a lineo,r oDE, otlterw,ise, i,t i,s called a non-I'inear oDE.

Remark: In this thesis, we shall only consider nonlinear autonomous ODE systems'

Definition 2.5 An equi,libri,um f(t) i,s sai,d to be stable i'f there erists sorne nurnbers

õ,e,ts,t>0 uhere6,e,ts,ú € IR,6: ô(e), t)t¡ suchthati'f y(t) i's a solut'ion of (22)

sati,sfyins lt(¿o) - s(ú0)l < 6, then It(¿) - a(t)l < e '

Definition 2.6 An equili,briurn r(t) i,s said, to be asymptoti,cally stable i'f all solutions

a(t) of (2.2) i,n l¡(¿) - s(ú)l < 16, rs €R conuerse to -r(t) as t -+ æ' That i's' n(t) is

asymptoti,cally stable il 0) it i,s stable, and, (i'i) there efiists a constant 16 ) 0 such that i'f

lz(¿)-y(¿)l < rsthenåtlr(¿) -a@l:0. Ir allsoluti,onsaQ) of (2.2) asymptoticallv

conuerge to the 
"qutlråll,T* 

point r(t) of e Ð only for i'ni'ti'at cond'iti'ons ys(t) close

tu n(t), then the equi,Ii.bri,um poi,nt r(t) i,s so,id to be loca,lly asgrnptoti'cally stable

(LAS) If on the other hand,, all soluti,ons y(t) of (2.2) asymptoti'calLy conaerge tu r(t)

for atl i,ni,tial cond,itions ys(t) ln the feastble reg'i.on of sgstem (2.2), then the poi'nt r(t)

i,s sai,d" to be globallg asymptoti'calty stable (GAS)'

Local asymptotic stability means that not oniy do initial conditions close to the " origin

of equilibrium" (that is, the equilibrium point r(f)) stay close to the origin (stable),
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they also approach the origin asymptotically (the limit condition on the state). There-
fore, "âsymptotic stability" is a stronger condition than plain "stability" (given in
Definition 2.5) because it requires that trajectories satisfy more restrictive conditions.
Furthermore, the condition of global asymptotic stability imposes yet more restric-
tive conditions than those on local asymptotic stability, on trajectories of all points in
system (2.2).

Some systems may have solutions that are different from the usual solutions computed
by basic methods (such as equilibria). These solutions do affect the stability of the
model's equilibria, and are called closed orbits, because of the effect they have on the
shape of the phase plane diagrams obtained from the analysis of the models. One of
such closed orbits is called periodic orbits, as defined below.

Definition 2.7 Letr: f @), z € IR' be auectorf.eld. r(t) i,s called aperi,odi,c solut'ion

i,f r(t+T): r(t), for aIIt > T > 0.

2.L.7 Limit sets

Definition 2.8 Let X denote th,e set of po'ints such that i,f r e X, there is a neighbor-

hoodU of r so that g(U)1tU : Ø, (Ø bei,ng the emptg set) for aII non-tri,ui,al g e G (G
a group of h.omeomorphi,sms of a space onto i.tself ). A pointy 'is a limit-point i,f there

'is a z e X and th,ere i,s a sequence {S*} oÍ di,sti,nct elements of G wi,th, g^(z) - A.

Th.e set of li.mi,t-poi,nts i,s the li,mi,t-set.

In the study of dynamical systems, a limit set represents the state of a dynamicaì
system after an infinite amount of time, in other words, at steady state. Limit sets are

used to study the long term characteristics of dynamicai systems. Examples of limit
sets include equilibrium points and periodic orbits.

Definition 2.9 A poi,nt rs € IR" zs said to be an u-Ii,mi,t poi,nt of r € R", denoted by

u(r), i.f there eyists a sequence {to}, tu'- æ such that þ(t¿,r) - ro.

Definition 2.lO A poi,nt 16 € IR' ¿s sa'id to be an a-l'imit poi.nt of r e R, d,enoted, by

a(r), i,f there erists a sequence {t}, to -} -oo such that ó(t¿,r) --+ try.

Definition 2.LL The set of all a-li.rni.t poi.nts of a fl,ow i.s called the a-Ii,mi,t set, and

the set of all a-li,mit points of a fl,ow i,s called the a-l'irni,t set [63].

Definition 2.L2 Let,S c IR.' be a set. Then S i,s sai,d to be i,nuari,ant under the uector

field i : f(r) i.f for ang ø6 € IR', .we haue r(t,O,zs) e,S for all¿ € IR.

Definition 2.L3 If t) 0 i.n Defini,ti,on 2.12, then S i,s sai,dto be aposi,tiuely'inuariant
set.

11



2.L.2 Methods for local asymptotic stability of equilibria
Two standard methods used to investigate the local asymptotic stability of equilibria
in this thesis are the method of li,neari,zati,on and the nert generat'ion operator method
(which is a special case of the method of linearization). These are briefly described

below.

Method of linearization

Using our previous notation, the equilibrium solution of the system

r(t): f @(t)) (2.4)

is given by f(t). For the analysis of local stability of the equilibrium, we study the
effect of a small perturbation e(t) on the equilibrium point Z(ú) as follows. With this
perturbation, e(ú), of the system about the equilibrium point u (¿), the instantaneous
value z(ú) of the system becomes r(t) : r(t) + e(ú), which on differentiation, yields
r(t) : r;(t) + Ë(ú). Hence, (2.4) becomes

z(t) + ¿(t) : f @(t) + e(ú)),

which, on applying Taylor series approximation, yields

r(t) + ¿(¿) : f (r(t)) + Df @(t))e(t)+ o(le(t)1z), (2.5)

where Df ís the derivative of / with respect to ú, and | ' I is the norm of IR.'. Since

r(t) : f @(t)), (2.5) simplifies to

¿(ú) : Df @(t))€(t) + o(l€(ú)I'?). (2.6)

By ignoring the O(le(t)12) terms which comprises of higher order powers of e (ú), we are

left with only linear terms in e(ú) (the resuÌting system is where the method gets its
name) and (2.6) becomes è(t): Df @(t))(.(t). Further, since at equilibrium r(t): ¡,
we have

¿(¿) : nf @)e(t) (2.7)

which yields the general solution

e(t) : e(0)erplDf (t)tl, e(0) > 0 (2.8)

where, e (0) : erp(k) with k being a constant of integration. Clearly, the perturbation
(deviation from equilibrium point, ø(t)) is e (ú) and f åt e (t) : 0, then r(t) : z(ú) and

the equilibrium point ¿ is stable. Fbrthermore, from (2.8), we see that rLT.(r) 
:0 is
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only possible 1f Df (n) < 0, establishing the following result.

Theorem 2.L If the ei.genualues of Dl@) aII h.aue negat'iue real parts, then the equi,-

li,briurn solut'ion r of the uector ¡: f @) i.s asymptoti,cally stable.

This method is quite laborious (even not feasible at times) to apply for large dynamic
systems, such as some of the ones considered in this thesis. An alternative method

which is quite robust for large systems, is presented below.

Example 2.L Consi,d,er tl¿e foUowing system [57].

r:-n*r3, a:-2a Q.9)

The point (" : 0, A : 0) 'is one of the three equi,Ii'bri'urn po'ints of the sgstern (2 9) We

use the method of li,neari,zat'ion aboue to i.nuesti,gate the asgmptoti,c stabi,li,ty of (0,0) as

follows. Setti,ng fr: -r * x3 and fz: -2A, so that f : (h, f2)r and the Jacobi,an,

Df @,a) : J(r,v) of (2 9) i's siuen bv

J (r,y) :

( ar, a/' \

l';,î,,| :(-1r3r2

\a" or)

0\
-2)

/-t o \
Thus, J(0, O) : ( O 

"_2 
) 

,with eigenvalues satisfying the characteristic polynomial

()+ 1)(À +2):0, so that Àr: -L and À2 - -2. Since Àr < 0 and À2 ( 0, then the

equilibrium point (0,0) is asymptotically stable.

The next generation operator method

The next generation method (developed by Diekmann and Hesterbeek [1a] and refined

for epidemiological models by van den Driessche and Watmough [58]) is used to analyze

the Iocal asymptotic stability of the disease-free or a boundary equilibrium. Epidemio-

logical modeis of Kermack-Mckendrick type, subdivides the total population (l/) into
a number of mutually-exclusive compartments, with each representing a disease state

or type. Suppose a disease transmission model (with nonnegative initial conditions)

can be written in terms of the following system:

x¡ : f(r¿) : F¿(r) - V@),'i : I,.. .,n (2,10)

where, V : V; - Vo* , the function / and other quantities are as described below and

satisfy the given as follows. Let X" : {r }- 0lr¿:0,'i:7,2,"' ,m} be the number
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of disease-free (non-infectious) states of the model, where, z¿ is the number individuals
incompartmenti, andthevector r:(rr,--. ,rn)t, r¿20 representsthedistribution
of the individuals within the population. Thus, 1ü : Ír i r2,... ,rn. The following
conditions hold in the population.

(41) if n¿ ) 0, then ,Ç, V* ,V- ) 0 foli : I,2,. . . ,rrl.

(42) if ti : 0, then Vo- : 0 and in particular, ifr¿ ç X", then 7o- : 0 for z :
!12r' ' ' ,rn'

(43) r,:oif i>rn.

(A.4) if r Ç X,, then fl(z) : 0 and Vu*@): 0 foryi: I,2,.' . ,ffi.

(A5) if F(r):0, then all eigenvalues of the matrix Df @ù have negative real parts.

Here, fl(r) represents the rate of appearance of new infections into compartment i,
Vu* @) represents the rate of transfer of individuaÌs into compartment z by all other
means) and Vo- @) is the rate of transfer of individuals out of compartment z. It
is assumed that these functions are at least twice continuously differentiable in each

variable [58]

Definition 2.L4 (M-Matriæ). Any matrir A, that can be written as

A:sI-B,s>0,8>0

wi.th.s € IR. ¿nd B amatrir, foruhi.ch,s> p(B), tÌr.e spectralrad'ius of B, i,s called an

M-rnatri.r l4l.

Definition 2.L5 A nonnegat'iue ma,trir A i,s a rnatrir where all tlte elements are equal

to or greater than zero. That i,s, if A : (a¿¡), thenV¿i a¿¡ 2 0.

Lemma 2.1 (van den Driessche and Watmough [58]) #t i,s a DFE of (2.10) sati,sfyi,ng

the arioms (A1) througll (A5), thenthe deriuat'iues F(Ì) and DV(r) are partit'ioned as

DF(r): ( í 3) Dv(r): (", i )
where, F and V are rn x 7n matrices defined by,

, : l+P)',0, : lffif ,*or 3 i',i 1 m
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Further, F 'is nonnegat'iae, V , a nonsingular M -matri,r and Js and, Ja o,re matrices

assoc'iated wi.th the trans'it'ion terrns of the rnodel, and all e'igenualues of Ja haue positi,ue

real parts.

Theorem 2.2 (van den Driessche and Watmough lSBl) Consi,der the di,sease transm'is-

s'ion model giuen by (2 10) wi,th f (r) sati,sfyi,ng arioms (A1) through (A5). If r i.s a

DFE of the model, then r i,s LAS if Ro: p(FV-r) < I (where, p'is spectral radi.us),

and unstable i.f Rs > 1.

2.L.3 Methods for global stability of equilibria
In this section, we shall discuss some standard methods for analyzing the gìobal asymp-
totic stability of a dynamical system of the type (2.1). These include the use of the

Comparison Theorem, Lyapunov functions and the LaSalle's Invariance principle, as

well as the use of Dulac's criterion. These techniques are used in the thesis to prove

globai asymptotic stability of equilibria.

Cornparison Theorem

Definition2.L6 Afuncti.onf i.softgpeKinWifforeach'iøndallt,f¿(t,a)<f¿(t,b)
for ang two po'ints a and b i,n D sati,sfyi,ng o, 1 b and, a¿ : b¿.

Theorem 2.3 Comparison Theorem. Let f be a cont'inuous on IR x D and of type

K whereD 'is an open subset o.f R". Let r(t) be a soluti,on of ù: f (t,r) defi,ned on

lo,b]. If z(t) 'is a cont'inuous functi,on on la,b) sati,sfyi,ng à 1 f(t,z) on (a,b) wi,th

z(a) < r(a), then z(t) < r(t) for allt e[a,b]. If y(t) i,s cont'inuous onlø,b] sati.sfyi.ng

ù > f (t,y) on (a,b) wi.th a@) 2 r(a), then a(t) >_ n(t) for aII t e la,bl.

Lyapunov Functions

Lyapunov functions are a class of functions that can be used to prove the stability of
equilibrium points in dynamical systems. They are energy-like functions that decrease

along trajectories. The existence of a Lyapunov function in a given neighborhood
precludes the existence of closed orbits in the neighborhood [57].

Definition 2.L7 A cont'inuously di,fferenti,able real-ualued function, f , 'is sai,d to be

posi,tiue def,ni,te on a nei.ghborhood, D, centered at the origi,n i,f f (0) :0, and /(") > 0

foralloth,errÇD. That'is, /(0) :0,f@) >0Vrsuch.thatj <lrl <æ,and
lim /(r) ---+ oo.
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We now present a formaÌ definition of a Lyapunov function and state the theorem that
states how the Lyapunov function can be used to investigate siability.

Definition z.LB A scalar functi.onV(r): IR.'-+ IR zs sazd to be a cand,idate Lyapunou

functi,on i,f i,t i,s locally posi.ti,ue definite (that is, i,f W i,s a nei,ghborhood of r : 0 such

Y(0) : 0 and V(r) > 0 Vr e [.I.

We used the phrase "candidate" in Definition 2.18 above because the function I/(ø) is

only pronounced to be a Lyapunov function if it is used successfully to prove stability
as in the following theorem [31, 63].

Theorem 2.4 147) Let E be an open subset of Rn conta'ini.ng rs. Suppose tltat f €

C'(E) and that /(ro) : O. Suppose further that there e,ists a functi,onV e CI(E)
sati.sfying V(rù : 0 and V(") > 0 i,f r I 16. Then,

þ) ,f V @) < 0 for all r €. E, rs '¿s stable

(b) rÍ V (") < 0 for aII r e E - {ro}, rs'¿s asymptoti,cally stable

k) rf V@) > 0 for all r € E - {r0}, n6'is unstable

A function I/ : IR" -+ lR that satisfies Theorem 2.4 is cailed a Lyapunov fucntion.

LaSalle's Invariance Principle

In proving global stability in this thesis, Theorem 2.4 is combined with the LaSalle's
Invariance Principle, described below.

Definition 2.L9 Let V : IR'--+ IR óe a functi,on such thatV(x) --+ oo as lløll ----¡ oo,

then V i.s sai,d to be radi,ally unbounded.

Theorem 2.5 LaSalle's Invariance PrincipÌe. Let r : f(r) be a uector field wi.th

equi,li,bri,urn poi,nt r and suppose there is a posi,ti,ue defini,te, cont'inuously di,fferenti,able,

and radi.allg unbounded functi,on V : IR." ---+ R-, such that

av.
A"@ - Ì)f (Ì,) < W(r) < 0, Vr € ìR". (2.11)

Then, r i,s globallg stable and tlte solution r(t) conuerges to the largest inuariant set S
conta'ined 'in E : {r e IR" : W(r) :0}[24].

We now state as a variation of the above theorem which is attributed to Krasowskii
and Lasalle.
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Theorem 2.6 (Krasowskii-Lasalle Invariance principle) Let Q be a poszti,uely

'inuariant set of r: f ("). LetV : f) -- lR.¡6 be a cont'inuously di,fferenti.øble function
V(r) suchthatv(r) ( 0, Vr e Q. LetE: {r e f):I/(z) :0}, andtetM betl¿e

largest 'inuariant set conta'ined i,n E. Then, euery bounded solutzon r(t) starti,ng i,n Q

conuerges to M as ú ---+ oo.

The following is a useful corollary to Theorem 2.6 above.

Corollary 2.L (Global Asymptotic Stability) Let r : 0 be the only equi,librium

of th.e system *: f @). LetV : IR'---+ IR¿0, öe a cont'inuously d'ifferenti,able, posi,ti.ue

d,efi,ni,te, rad,i.ally unbound.ed, functi.on V (r) such thatV(r) such tltatV@) < 0, Vr €
R". Let E: {r € IR' : V("):0}, and' suppose tlt'at no solut'ion other tltan z(t) :0
can stay foreuer in E. Then, the ori.gi.n i,s globally asymptotically stable.

Example 2.2 Consi.der the followi,ng system [47).

ùt:-2rz*r2rs-r31
rz: rt - rPg - r|
ùe: rlz - 13

(2.r2)

Let r : (rr,rr,4)T and, defi,ne V(r) : 12, + 2r2, + r2r. The system (2.12) has an

equzl'ibri.um r: (0,0,0)": 0. CIearIy, y(0) : 0, andV(") > 0 Vø: (tr,*r,*t) *0,
Further,

d."
V (r) : ¿øl + zr2" + r?) : 2rrùt * 4rzùz I 2rsùs : -z(r1 + 2r!, + ú)

Thus, V(r) a 0 Vz e IRf . Hence, I/(r) is a Lyapunov function. Furthermore, it follows,

by combining Theorem 2.4 with Corollary 2.I, that the equilibrium point ¿ : (0,0, 0)

is GAS.

Remark. One setback with the use of Lyapunov functions is that there is no known
generalized method for formulating them and so they are generally not easy to find.

Dulacts Criterion

For planar systems, the Dulac's Criterion is used to exclude periodic orbits from the
steady-state of all solutions to the system r : Í (r). We shall however be using

the Dulac's Criterion along with the Poincaré-Bendixson theorem which suggests the
existence of periodic orbits or equilibrium points as the steady-state of the solutions

to the system r: f @).We first state the theorems as follows.
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Theorem 2.7 (Poincaré-Bendixson [i3]). Let a(a) be a non-ernptg a-limi,t set of
the uector fi,eld ù: f @) in IR2, where f e C'. If u(a) is a bounded subset of R2 and
a(a) contai.ns no equ'il'ibrium po'ints, th,en u(a) i.s a peri,odi,c orbi.t.

A more convenient form of the above theorem is the following Corollary.

Corollary 2.2 (Poincaré-Bendixson [13]). Let K be a posi,tiae'inuariant subset of
the uector field r: f @) zn IR2, where f e Ct. If K is a closed and bounded set, then

K conta'ins ezther a peri.odi,c orbi,t or an equi,li,bri,um poi.nt.

Theorem 2.8 (Dulac's Criterion). f 2 ç R2 i,s a si,ntplg connected open set and
ãâ

di,u(Bf) : ft{"fr) + ft;@fz) > 0 (< 0) for all r e D uhere B i.s a Ct funct'ion,

then the uector fi,eld ù : f @) where f e C' has no peri,odi.c orbit whi.ch i.s contai,ned in
D. The functi,on B(ry,r2) i,s called a Dulac function for th.e aector fi,eld i.n the set D.

Note that the notation "> 0 (< 0)" implies that d,iu(B) is either positive (> 0) through-
out the region D or it is negative (< 0) throughout D (that is, the sign of di.u(B) should
not change within region D). It should also be noted that the investigation of global

stability here, relies on the fact that, by the Poincaré-Bendixson theorem, ali solutions
of the system (ù : f @) converge, at steady-state to either equilibrium points or closed

orbits and that if we use the Dulac's criterion to eliminate closed orbits as steady-state
options, then it follows that the equilibrium point is the only possibility to which all
solutions converge) and hence it must be a globally stable point.

Example 2.3 Consi,der the followi,ng system [38).

ù-Y+13, A:r+A-lY3 (2.13)

We i.nuesti.gate the eristence of peri,odi,c cycles as follows. Any functi,on B : B(r,A)
'inuolui,ng only posi,t'iue powers of r and y would do. In [38], B :7 was used, howeuer,

we shalluse B: ïA'i.n thi,s erample as follows. With h:A**3, fr: r*a*a3,
f :h*fz,rt:r and12:y. Th,en,

a@ fr) _ ô(B fr)
d;.u(B f) : -ã; + 

Ar,

: y -f 4yn3 + 12 +2ry * 4ry3.

From this exampie, we see Lhat di,u(Bf) > 0 for all (z,g) e R?. Thus, by Theorem
2.8, there are no periodic orbits in the planar region. Hence, the equilibrium point
(r : 0, y : 0) is globaily stable.
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2.2 Epidemiological Preliminaries

Dating back to the 20th centur¡ deterministic epidemiological models have been suc-

cessfully used to study the transmission dynamics and control of infectious diseases.

Records of early works include the use od a discrete-time model by Hamer in the study
of the recurrence of the measles epidemic in 1906 [25], the deveiopment of differential
equation models by Ross in the study of the incidence and control of malaria in 1911

[50] and the works by Kermack and McKendrick in the end of the 1920s [3, 35, 40] in
the study of epidemic models and the computation of a threshold, now known as the
basic reproduction number of a disease [28].

To date, the vast majority of mathematical models for infectious diseases are formulated
based on the frameworks in the aforementioned studies. In this approach, the various

stages of a disease (or the different types of diseases to be considered in a study) are

split into mutually exclusive compartments, each compartment representing a state
variable, and the number of compartments in the modeling would correspond to the
number disease-states in the population. A typical compartmental model is referred to
as the classical ,S.I-R model which is effective in modeling the dynamics of the spread of a

single disease in a population; the state variables ^9, 1, and .R representing the number of
susceptible, the number of infected and the number of recovered individuals respectively
in the population. The total size of the population, usually denoted by the variable
ly', would equal the sum of individuals in each compartment, which in the ^91.R model

would yield l/ *,S + I + R. It is customary to reflect the fact that these numbers change

with time, by appending the notation (l) to each variable. Hence, for the ,9.LR model,
the population size at a given time, ú, would be written as,n/(ú) : S(¿) + I(t) +Ã(¿).

2.2.L Deterministic versus Stochastic Model Formulation

A deterministic system is a system in which no randomness is involved in the devel-

opment of future states of the system. Deterministic models thus produce the same

output for a given starting condition.

On the other hand, a stochastic model is a tool for estimating probability distributions
of potential outcomes by allowing for random variation in one or more inputs over

time. The random variation is usually based on fluctuations observed in historical data
for a selected period using standard time-series techniques. Distributions of potential
outcomes are derived from a large number of simulations (stochastic projections) which
reflect the random variation in the input(s). Stochastic models are more suitable (over

deterministic ones) in a number of situations, such as when:

(i) systems of interest may be subject to external forcing that cannot be defined

except in probabilistic terms. Then, the behaviour of the system, insofar as we
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(ii)

(iii)

(i")

are able to describe it, must be thought of as stochastic;

the system may have a large number of interacting components that we cannot
describe individually and in detail. Thus, instead we view the statistical con-
glomeration of aii the components and their interactions as a stochastic model;

the initial state of the system is frequently poorly known. In such a case there is
an ensemble of possible initial states whose time-dependent behaviour one might
choose to follow. Instead of following any one ensemble member it is preferable

to look at the entire ensemble in a collective) or) better, a stochastic framework;

the time frame of the process being modeiled is short (so that the effect of ran-
domness and uncertainties cannot be ignored);

or the sampie size of the popuiation being investigated is small.

The choice between deterministic- or stochastic-based modelling is often not an easy

one. This is compounded by the fact that real life systems and processes usually
comprise of components, some of which are best represented by random variabies while
others are purely deterministic in nature. Rather than obtaining outputs that are

aiways the same for the same set of inputs, the outputs of stochastic processes have

elements that are based on probability value(s). Thus, the outputs are obtained as

âverages over given spans.

Since this thesis addresses the dynamics of two diseases (HIV and TB) that have

relatively large time-scales (HIV repiication may span decades; and, similariy, TB
dynamics in infected individuals may last decades) and affect large number of of people,

we shall use deterministic formulations throughout this thesis.

2.2.2 Incidence functions

In formuiating the model for his study of the recurrence of the measles epidemic, Hamer
(see [25]) assumed that the number of new cases of infection per unit time depends on

the product of the densities of the susceptibles and the infectives [28]. This assumption
formed a general framework for the development of mathematical models in studying
the dynamics of infectious diseases. The number of new cases of infection per unit
time is known as a disease 'inc'idence or the i,nc'idence functi,on for a disease and it is a
measure of the spreadability or the i.nfecti.ue force of a disease. We now develop from
first principles the two types of incidence functions broadly used in epidemiological
studies.

Consider an ,S1Ã model in which the number of susceptibles, infectives, and recovered

individuals are denoted by ^5(ú), 1(t) and Æ(ú), respectively. Let p(t) be the average

(")
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number of adequate contacts (that is, contacts sufficient for disease transmission) of a
susceptible individual with others in the population per unit time, ú. Then the total
number of contacts that a susceptible individuai can make with infected individuals is

P(t)I,yielding an average 
"f 

pY 
effective contact per unit time, that one susceptible

person might make with the entire population. This is equivalent to an average number

of effective contacts 0@IS ' the ^9 susceotible people in the populat'equal to =ìf,: for the .9 susceptible people in the populatron.

Alternativel¡ the number of new cases due to the ,S(ú) class is given by À,9 where,

^: 
g# 

is the force of infection of the d,isease. Now, if B(t) is constant, then À,9 is

referred to as standard incidence function 17, 2, 28), and the number of new cases of

infection is given by incidence method is given Ot # However, if P(t) is dependent

on the population size, N, then B(ú) : þN, and À,9 is referred to as mass act'ion

'inc'idence function 127, 28,29], yielding the number of new cases of infection given by

ils.
A relevant question to ask is which of these two incidence functions is suited for mod-

elling human diseases. Data [1, p.157][2, p.306] suggests that the standard incidence

formulation is more realistic for human diseases than the simple mass action method

[30]. Consequently, the models in this thesis will adopt a standard incidence formu-

lation. It should be mentioned that models with standard incidence formulations are,

generally, more difficult to analyze than those with the simple mass action incidence

formulation (This is because of the occurrence of the total population term, ly', in the

denominator of the ,"r-, ff, for the number of new cases of infected individu-

als when the standard incidence formulation is used; adding more nonlinearity to the

system).

2.2.3 Reproduction number

As mentioned above, a good anaiysis of an epidemiological model should produce re-

sults that are useful to health care practitioners and governments for the prevention

and control of endemic or pandemic diseases. These results are usually associated with
some epidemiological thresholds, which represent critical values beyond which the dis-

ease spread would be out of control, and thus are benchmarks for characterizing the

dynamics of diseases. One of such epidemiological thresholds is the ö¿szc reproduct'ion

number lI4, 2I,28, 58], denoted by Ro, which is defrned as the the average number

of secondary cases generated by a single case of an infected individual that is placed

in a population that consists of individuals that are completely susceptible to the dis-

ease. Thus, the disease persists if Ro > 1, and dies out if 7?0 < 1. Thus, the point

Ro : I represents a point of transition from a stable di,sease-free equi.li.bri.um (for which

Ro < I), to an endemi,c equi,li,bri,um (for which ßo > 1). That is, Ro : 7 is a forward
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bi,furcati,on threshold. However, in some disease-models, the phenomenon of. baclçward

bi,furcati.on (see, for instance, [10, 16, 51, 55, 58]), occurs where a stable disease-free

equilibrium co-exists with a stable endemic equilibrium when Rs ( 1.

2.2.4 Global stability and backward bifurcation
As we shall see later in this thesis, every equilibrium point that is stable is associated
with a condition (for stability) that is often described in terms of the basic reproduction
number of the model. Bifurcation refers to a change in the states of equilibrium (that
is, a change from one type of equilibrium to another). epidemiologically, bifurcation
occurs when there is a change from disease-free to endemic equilibria (vice-versa), and
the change occurs at a bifurcation point. The change in equilibria can either be for-
ward or backward. these two terms shall be formally encountered and mathematicaÌly
described in later chapters. As we shall also see, global stability is affected ny backward
bifurcation. Thus, one method with which we shall be establishing global stability is to
investigate the existence or nonexistence of backward bifurcation. One robust method
for doing this uses the Center Manifold Theory [9] which is discussed in Section 6.3.

2.2.5 Local versus global stability
The discussion in the last section gives some insight into what globai stability is. On
the other hand, Iocal stability can be inferred from Definition 2.6 given early above.

The implication of the definition is that only initial conditions that are sufficiently close

to the equilibrium point converge to the equilibrium point, and that we do not have
any guarantee that initial points that are not close will converge to the equilibrium
point in question. Giobal stability is more extensive and would require that any initial
condition (chosen in the feasible region of the model) converge to the equilibrium point.
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Chapter 3

Formulation of Basic }{IV /TB
Model

3.1 Model Formulation

In order to gain insights into the transmission dynamics of the two diseases in a com-

munity, a basic model which incorporates many of the essential epidemiological and

biological features of each of the two diseases is designed below. The basic model wili
be of a form of a deterministic system of non-Iinear differential equations. In line with
the conditions outlined in Section 2.2.7 for stochastic modelling, we outline similar
assumptions that were made to justify the choice of deterministic modelling framework

as follows.

(i) the model is assumed to be characterized by constant flows of individuals into
the system and between the disease compartments;

(ii) the population size considered are relatively large;

(iii) all the mathematical analysis to be carried out are at steady state. Thus, for such

a long time, it is plausible to assume that the associated stochastic properties

can be well represented by their deterministic equivalents;

(iv) considering large scale stochastic systems fall beyond the scope of this thesis.

The total population at time ú, denoted by,n/(ú), is sub-divided into six mutually-

exclusive compartments (classes), namely: individuals susceptible to both diseases

(S(ú)), individuals infected with HiV only but show no clinical symptoms of AIDS
(1(¿)), individuais infected with HiV only displaying clinical symptoms of AIDS(,4(ú)),
individuals exposed to tuberculosis (I(t)), individuals with active TB only (7(¿)),

and individuals dually-infected with both HIV and TB only (M(t)) so that ¡/(¿) :
.9(ú) + I(t) + A(t) + L(t) +f (t) + M(t). For mathematical convenience, it is assumed
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that individuals in the M(t) and I(ú) classes do not transmit infection to othcrs.
These assumptions will be relaxed in the extended model in Chapter 7. Individuals in
all classes suffer natural death at a rate ¡-t,.

Individuals are recruited into the sexually-active population at a rate lI, and these

individuals are assumed to be susceptible. Susceptible individuals acquire HIV infec-

tion, following contact with HlV-infected individuals in the I or A class, at a rate
, /n(I + rlnA)¡n:ff'whereB¿istheassociatedeffectivecontactrate,l/isthetotal
population, and 4¿ is a modification parameter that models the relative infectiousness .

of individuals in the AIDS class, A, in relation to those in the -I class. In other words,

since individuals with AIDS have higher viral load (and there is positive correlation
between viral load and infectiousness [49]), it is assumed that individuals with AIDS
are more infectious than those in the -I class.

Similarly, susceptible individuals acquire TB infection following contact with individ-

uals in the active TB class at a rate 
^r: #,where 

p¿ is the associated effective

contact rate. Individuals in the 1 class acquire TB infection (and move to the mixed

HIV/TB class) at a rate 0¡À¿, where the modification parameter 0¡ > 1 accounts for

the assumed increase in susceptibility to TB infection among those infected with HIV

[52]. Similarly, individuals at the AIDS stage of HIV infection acquire TB infection
at an increased rate ?n\nÀt, where the parameter r¡¡ ) 1 accounts fo¡ the fact that
individuals with AiDS âre more likely to get TB infection that those in the .I class

(owing to the higher viral load and diminished immune response of AIDS people in
comparison to those in the l class). Individuals in the ,I class develop AIDS symptoms

at a rate ø¿i and those in the AIDS class suffer an additional HlV-related mortality at
a rate 6o.

Individuals in the latent class of TB infection acquire HIV infection (and move to the

mixed infection class) at a rate À¿. Latent individuals are re-infected (exogenously)

with TB, folìowing contact with individuals with active TB, at a rate rÀ¿, where r ) 0

is the exogenous re-infection parameter. individuals in the tr class develop active TB
(via endogenous reactivation) at a rate o¿.

The population of active TB individuals (7) is increased following the exogenous rein-

fection and endogenous reactivation of latent TB individuals. People with active TB
acquire HIV infection at the rate À¿, and suffer a TB-induced mortality at a rate ó¿,

Similarly, individuals in the mixed HIV/TB class die at a rate ô-.
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Putting all these together, the basic HIV/TB model is given by the following deter-
ministic system of differential equations. (A flow diagram of the model is depicted in
Figure 3.1, and the associated parameters and variables are described in Table 6.1).

dS

dt : lI-À/"9-À¿S-¡L'S'

dI
dt : \nS - 9nÀtl - o¡I - ¡tI 

'

dA
dt : onl - 9nrlnÀtA - ¡-r'A - 6oA'

dL (3.1)

dt : Àt'S- ÀnL-rÀ¿L- o¡L- P"L'

dT
dt : rÀtL -t otL - ÀnT - ¡L"T - 6¡T'

dM
dt : ?h^tI + 0¡r¡¡À¿A + 

^hL 
-f ÀnT - ¡L'M - 6^M,

þnQ + nnA) þtTwhcrc, Sn: ff, À¿ : f and N :,5+/+ A+ L+T + M.

It should be mentioned that the HIV components of the model (3.1) is in line with
some of the published models for HIV epidemiology (see for instance [16, 27, 26,32,
39, 48, 5I,52,53, 541). Similarly, the TB component of the basic model (3.1) foilows

the general formulation in eariier studies, such as 15,6,7,10, 11, 19, 52, 55].
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Figure 3.1: Flow diagram of the basic HIV-TB model (3.1).

The model (3.i) is among the very few models designed for the HIV/TB co-infection

in the literature ([43, 52]).

In the following section, the basic dynamical features of model (3.1) will be investigated.

3.2 Invariant Region

Solutions to (3.1) are defined in the biologically-feasible region given by

D : {(,9,1,A,L,T,M) e Rf; ^9+1+A+L+T+M<nlp}. (3.2)

The region 2 will be shown to be positively-invariant and attracting as follows. Adding
all the equations in (3.1) gives

#:I- pN - 6oA- 6tT - 6^M.

Since the right hand side of (3.3) is bounded by lI - pN (that ,", # < II - pN), a

standard comparison theorem can be used to show that ¡/(ú) S N(0)er'¿ + I(1 - "-").p

(3.3)



Conscqucntly, l/(ú) . I ro, ¡/(0) < II. Additionally, whenever //(ú) t I, rn.r,- I,L "- tL p'
dN(t)ldt < 0. Hence, every solution of the model (3.1) that originates in 2 remains

in D as ú --+ co (so that the ø-limit sets of (3.1) are contained in 2 and D attracts
all solutions in IRf). Thus,2 is positively-invariant and attracting. It is therefore

sufficient to analyze the dynamics of the flow associated with (3.1) in D and that the

system (3.1) is (mathematically and epidemioiogically) well-posed inD 128]1.

In the subsequent chapters, we shall first analyze the qualitative dynamics of the asso-

ciated sub-models, namely: the HIV-oniy sub-model and the TB-only sub-model. The

main motivation for this is that by so doing, we will progressively build understanding

of the quaÌitative dynamics of the interaction between HIV and TB.
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Chapter 4

Analysis of the HIV-only
Sub-Model

The HIV-only sub-model is obtained by setting all the TB-related variables and pa-

rameters in (3.1) to zero (that is, set I(ú) : f (t) : þr:0), is given by the foilowing

system of differential equations.

: n-Àä,5-pS,

: À¿,5 - o¡I - ¡.tI ,

: onl - ¡L,A - 6oA,

(4.1)

where, now, N : ,S * 1 + A (with the other variables and parameters of this sub-model

as defined in Table 6.1). The dynamics of (a.1) will be considered in the following
region

D¡ : {(s(¿), I(t),A(t)) . nÏ'.9(¿) + /(¿) + A(t) < nlp}. (4.2)

Using the approach in Section 3,2, it can be shown that the region D¿ is positively-

invariant.

4.L Stability of the DFE

In this section, we shall obtain an expression for the DFE of the sub-model (4.1),

define the basic reproduction number for the sub-model, and analyze the local and

global stability of the DFE.

dS

dt

dI
dt

dA
dt
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4.L.1 Local stability of the disease-free equilibrium

The HIV-only sub-model has a DFE, obtained by setting x, : fu(I i'lnA)-: 
0 int- 

¡/
(4.1), given by

ton : (S*,1*, A*) : (ll/p,0,0). (4.3)

Using the nert generat'ion operator metltod [58] on the HIV-only sub-model (4.1), the

non-negative matrix, .F, of new infections in each compartment, and the M-matrix, V,
of the transfer rates of individuals between compartments, are respectively, given by

/ þrS. þnnnS. \
F:( ,; 

ryN. 
ì u'a v:(onttt

\'ò 
'ò 

) \ -oh

Since F and V are computed at the DFE, it follows that .lú* :

,:(þ: P,:^\ (4.5)'-\o o )
The basic reproduct'ion nurnber of infection, denoted by Rn, is given by Rn : p(FV-l),
where p is the spectral radius (or dominant eigenvalue) of the matrix FV-I. Since

.,.,Í,-r 
- 

1 [ þn(6"+ LL+ ohnh) þnqn(on + p) 'l

rv -G;Tã6;+ÃL o o I'
it follows that,

0\
ö"+ p )
,9*. Thus,

(4.4)

Rn : p(FV-t) : 0n(õ"*LL+rthoh)
(on+ tr)(6"+ p)'

Thus, using Theorem 2 of [58], we have established the following result.

Theorem 4.t The DFE of the HIV-only sub-model (/r.1) i,s locally asymptoti.callg sta-

ble (LAS) if Rn < I, and unstable if Rn > L

Definition 4.1 Th,e th,reshold. quanti,ty, R¡, 'is the bas'ic reprod.uct'ion number for HIV-
i,nfection. It measures th,e auerage nurnber of secondarA cases generated by a si,ngle HIV
case'in a completely susceptible population.

Theorem 4.1 shows that HIV can be eliminated from the community if Rn < 1 provided

the initial number of infectives is small enough (that is, if the initial number of infectives
is in the basin of attraction of the DFE). In order for such elimination to be independent

of the initial conditions, a global stability result is needed, This is provided below.

(4.6)
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4.L.2 Global stability of the DFE

We state the following theorem for the globai stability of the DFE (4.3) of the sub-

model (4.1).

Theorem 4.2 The DFE of the HIV-only sub-model (/r.1) i.s globally asyrnptoti,cølly

stable (CAS) 'inD¡,, i,f Rn < 7.

Proof
Consider the following Lyapunov function:

P : (p* ô" + nnon)I * qn(on + p,)A,

with Lyapunov derivative

(4.7)

P : (p * 6" -f rtnon)i I nn(on + tL)A

: 0"+ 6"*rtnon) (T. fu# - onI - rr)

*nn(on+ p')(o¡I - 60A- pA)

: 
{r, 

* 6o + r,¡o¡) [# - t",, + p)] t o¡r¡¡(o¡+ ø) ] 
I

l' - \þnqns , ..- .'l
+ 

f(ø 
t 6" +,tnon)v!ñ1 - rtn(on + p)@" + ù)e

+lþnqn(p * 6o-f qnon) - rtn(o¡¡ tt')(6"+ p)lA (since 
^9 

< ¡/)

: [þn(t" + õ" I nnon) - (on + ¡t)(6" + fi) I

+nh[Phfu r 6o * rÌnon) - @n + t,,)(6" + p)] A

: (on+ tt)6"+ p)(Rn - 1)(1 +qnA)

Since all the model parameters are non-negative, it follows that P ( 0 for R¡ 1 7

with P:0 only if .I: A:0 (note that equality holds only if ,9: N:TIlp, which
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corresponds to the DFE, t0). Hence, P is a Lyapunov function onD¡. Furthermore,

ts is the single compact invariant set in 2¡. Consequently, by LaSalle's Invariance
Principle [24], every solution to the equations of the HIV-only sub-model (4.1), with
initial conditions in D¡, approaches ton as ú ---+ oo. !

The epidemiological implication of Theorem 4.2 is that HIV will be eliminated from
the community if Rn S t regardless of the initiaì sizes of the model variables.

4.2 Existence and Stabitity of Endemic Equilibria
In the above, we considered the DFE of the sub-model (a.1) and analyzed it for its
local and global asymptotic stability. Another type of equilibrium that system (4.1)

can have is an endemic equilibrium, where the disease is present in the population. We

now obtain conditions for the existence of these types of equilibria and also carry out
their stability analysis.

4.2.L Existence of endemic equilibria

Let 8n: (S**, I**,A**) represents any arbitrary endemic equilibrium of the HIV-only
sub-model (4.1) (that is, an equilibrium point where at least one of the components
1"* and ,4.** is non-zero). Solving for the variables in (4.1) and simplifying gives the

following components of. €n

lI(on+ 6"+ p,)c**

r++
f-

A:

(6" + p)(on + tt)(Rn- 1) + p(on + 6o + p)'

(6"+ ù(nn - 1)^9*.

(oh+ù+tt) '

on(Rn - 1),5..

G;+ 6:+l

(4.8)

Consequentl¡ the sub-model (4.1) has a unique endemic equilibrium which exists (that
is, it is biologically meaning) only if Rn > 7. This result is summarized below.

Lemma 4.L Th,e HIV-onlg sub-model (1,1) has a un'ique endem'ic equi,libri.um poi,nt

(EEP), denoted bA €n, wheneuer Rn > I.

The locaÌ stability of. €n is now explored.
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4.2.2 Local stability of the endemic equilibrium
Let

À; : þn(1.* + TnA") (4.9)
¡y'**

Then, it follows, using (4.8), that

x;. : (on.+ l')!6",+ t") (Rn - r). (4.10)" o¡IÒ"*¡-t

Further,
.|y'** : S** + I** + A** : RhS**. (4.11)

The stability of tn will be determined by ìinearizing the system (4.1) around t1¿ as

follows. The Jacobian, J, of (4.1), evaluated at €1¡, is given by

fin-u in in \
l(Srn) : I jzt jzz - (o * t") jzs I (4.72)

\ 0 oh -fd+p))
where,

itt : -izt : aw - fu!ÏÌ14)!Ï,

: : l3nS** ,l3n(I**+qhA**)S**Jtz: -Jzz: - 
^/# 

- ------¡;;u-, (4.13)

its: -izs: -ry#.Aï#LPJ
Using (4.9) and (4.11), the quantities in (4.13) can be re-written as

jtt: _jzt_ 
^, (, 

_ +) ,

in: -izz: -*+ X, G.r4)

jts:-jzs:-W.Æ

Substituting (4.14) in (4.f2), it follows that the eigenvalues of J@¡,) satisfy the fol-
lowing characteristic polynomial;
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À3 + ørÀ2 * a2À* 03 : o, (4.15)

where,

ÀiÏ {pon + (6¿ + ùlpkn+ oh(Rh - 1)l}u3 
R^

It should be noted that whenever R¡ > 1, the components I**, A** and Ài,. are all
positive (see ( .B) and (4.10)). Thus, each of the coefficients ø1, a2 and a3 in (4.16) is

positive provided Rn > 7. Furthermore,

nh\(
* tt'

(o,

Oh
;-
ôn

)+

av: Àll+2¡"t*ô¿+

o,2: (6h+p)fu+^.;

n+ lt)(o

t i o¡r7¡

,+/r) ( )' 
(4 16)

hnh

* onrln
l-Lo

-l tt'6¡
À;. +

ontln

¡Tn

*t
l-Lo

*u6¡
/\h

)l

(,

tL)

rTnohi

¿) )l

qn(on +Oh;-
ô¡

)+

a1o,2 - a3 : 
[^t 

* 2tL, + 6n *

x 
frt * dtu + 

^i]

- tt'r

(oo +

.l.l



Ir**,,,, onTn(on+/')-'l: 
Lno 

* lt+ 6h+ p+ ohnh)

[ 
' ,,tr,, r \**\r\**/- , ,,'r,ltohTln@n+P)fx 

l(ar, 
+ ùfu+ À;.) + \i,.þn+ tL) + ffi)

+ 0, + 6n) 
fra 

* ù0.,+Àä.) + Àü@n+ p) + *+H*l
+ Ài.!n6n 

- Àä.(6n + p.)ot, + on)'Rn

Ir**,,,, onTn(on+r')-'l: 
Lon 

*lt'+ 
ù+p+ohnh)

[ , ,,tr,, ¡ \*r\ ¡ \x*/- , ,,¡ , Fohrln@n+ ùfx 
f(aa 

+ ù0'+ Àä.) + Ài,-þn+ t') + ffi)
+ (p+ô¿) l(un* tì0"+ÀÄ.) + rr'n1'9,'!l)l ' )llon6n

L "' ò¡-ftr*onnnl- R,

Thus, &t&z - a3 ) 0 whenever Rn > I. Therefore, it follows from the Routh-Hurwitz
criterion that the eigenvalues of the matrix J(ttn) all have negative real parts, estab-

Iishing the following result.

Theorem 4.3 Tlte endem'ic equi,li,bri,um of the HIV-only sub-model (1.1) i,s LAS when-

euer R¡ > I, and unstable otherw'ise.

It is not easy to prove the global stability of the end.emic equilibrium of the HIV-only
sub-model (4.1). Here, we provide a global stability proof for a special case for which

6o : 0. Setting ôo : 0 in (4.1) gives

dsr : rr - À¡^9 - [LS,dt

dI\
dt 

: ÀnS - o¡I - ¡tI, @.IT)

dA

" 
: o¡I-¡L'A'
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For the reduced HIV-only sub-model (4.I7), it is easy to see that #: lI - ply'.

Like in the case of the HIV-only sub-model (4.1), model (4,17) has a unique endemic

equilibrium given by (a.B) with 6o : 0. We claim the following result.

Theorem 4.4 The endem'ic equi,Ii,bri,um of the reduced model (4.17) i,s GAS i,nD¡\Ds,
wi,thDs: {(^9, I,A) e D¡: I: A:0} wh.eneuerR¡15.:s>7.

Proof
Note, first of all, that the equilibrium t1¿ of (a.1) is LAS whenever Rn > 7. Thus, the

unique EEP of (a.i7) is also LAS whenever Rnlt":o> 1. Since # 
:lI-/r//, it follows

that 1ü -lIlp as ú ---+ oo. Consequently, using ^9 - ¡/ - I - A:filp- I -.4, and

substitutìng for À¿, (4.17) reduces to the following two-dimensional limiting system.

4I : Ph(IJ.nhA) F/p- r - A) - (on+ p)r,dt Ílp
(4.18)

dA
dt

: o¡I - ¡-tA.

Using Dulac's Criterion [47] with multiplier 7lIA, it foliows that

*la# Ft p _ r _ A) _ ø+Ðl. *(i _ 
Ð

lþnP -1nrnp (., - 
A \ -o,f n ' rrz I nlp)'Az

(4.1e)

< 0 since lI/P : ¡y' > AinD¡.

Thus, by Dulac's Criterion, there are no periodic orbits in the region Dn\Do.It follows,

by Poincaré-Bendixson theorem, that all solutions of the iimiting system (4.18) starting
in the region Dn\Dowith 1 ) 0 and I + A < N : lIl papproaches (1**, A**) as t --+ oo.

Since the EEP of (a.17) is LAS whenever1,l'¡15":s > 1 (see Theorem 4.3), the absence

of periodic orbits in 2¿\2s shows that the EEP of (4.17) is GAS in Dn\Do whenever

Rnld.:o > r.
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4.3 Numerical Simulations

Numerical simulations of the HIV-only sub-model (4.1) are carried out, using the set

of parameter values tabulated in Table 4.7, to illustrate some of the theoretical results

obtained in this chapter. It should be emphasized that these parameters in Table 4.1

(and the rest of the thesis) are chosen primarily to illustrate the theoretical results; and

some of the estimated values used may not be very realistic epidemiologically. With the
set of parameter values in Table 4.I,R¡ : 0.6420 < 1 (so that by Theorem 4.2, the DFE
is GAS) . The time-series of total infected individuals at time t, I (t) + A(t) using various

initial conditions is depicted in Figure 4.1. It illustrates that the DFE is GAS. On the
other hand, when the model parameters are changed such that Rn:8.7032 > 1, the
infected components converge to some non-negative values, signifying the persistence

of HIV in this case (see Figure 4.2).

4.4 Summary

In this chapter, a three-dimensional compartmental model for HIV transmission is

considered. The model has two equilibria, namely a DFE and a unique endemic equi
Iibrium, which exists whenever a certain epidemiological threshold, known as the basic

reproduct'ion number, Tl¿, exceeds unity (that is, Rn > 7). It is also shown, using

the theory of Lyapunov function and LaSalle Invariance Principle, that the DFE is
globally-asymptotically stable whenever R¡ 1 7. Furthermore, it is shown that the
unique endemic equilibrium is locally asymptotically stable whenever it exists. The

epidemiological implications of these results is that HIV can be eliminated from the

community if. Rn 3 1, and will persist if. Rh > 1. A limiting case, where the HIV-
induced mortality parameter 6o is set Io zero, is also considered. By using a suitable

Dulac function and Poincaré-Bendixson theorem, this limiting system is shown to have

a globally asymptotically stable endemic equilibrium whenever Rnla.:o > 7.
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TubI" ¿.t' Par"-et"r .1)

Nominal Value
Parameter (gear)-r Reference

nph

O¡

rln

6o

/.1,

0.3

0.5
7.2

5.3
rl50

assumed
assumed
assumed
assumed
assumed
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Figure 4.1: Total infectives as a function of time for different initial conditions for the
HIV-only sub-model (4.1), using the parameters in Table 4.1 (so that Rn : 0.6420 < 1).
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Figure 4.2: TotaI infectives as a function of time for different initial conditions for the
HIV-only sub-model (4.1), using the parameters lI : 500, þn : I.3, TÌn : 7.2, on : 0.6,
ôo : 1.3 and ¡; : 7130 (giving Rn:8.7032 > I).
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Chapter 5

Analysis of the TB-only Sub-model

The TB-only sub-model, obtained by setting all the HlV-reÌated variables in (3.1) to
zero (that is, /(ú) : A(t): M(t):0), is given by

dSrrr
dt : IL - À¿S - ¡'r'S 

'

dL

" 
: À¿S - rÀ¿L - o¡L - ¡.r,L, (5.1)

+: rÀtLiotL-õ¿T-¡,tT,
dt

where, now,.A/:,9* L+7. The solutions of (5.1) are defrned in the feasible domain
given by

Dt : {(,9(¿), L(t),r(t)) € lR3 : .9(¿) + L(t) +r(t) <nlp}. (5.2)

As in Chapter 3, it can be shown that the region D¿ is positively-invariant.

5.1 Local Stability of DFE
The DFB of the TB-only sub-model (5.1) is given by

tot : (S*,L*,T*): (lIl¡.t,0,O). (5.3)

For the system (5.1), the associated next generation matrices are given by

F /o p'\ V_(or*, ).:\o 
o ) ano \ -o¿ òt+p)'
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so tìrât, 7?¿ : p(FV-r) is givcn by

- Atot
^' - (", + p') (d. + /,)

Thus, using Theo¡erri 2 of f581, wc havc cstablishcd thc foÌlorving rcsult

(5 4)

Theorem 5.I The DFE of the TB-only sult-mod,el (5.1) ß LAS iÍRt < I and un'stable

ilRt>7.

Defrnition 5.I The thresltoltl, k¿, 'is tlte basi,c reytrod,u,ction nu,rnber for TB-znfectton.

It measures the auerage num[ter of secondar'!] co,ses generøter) by a single TB case'in a
completely sus ceptible populat'ion.

Theorem 5.1 shows that TB can be elimÍnated fron thc communitS, if æ¿ < 1 provided

the initial mrml¡cl of TB cases is small enough (thâi is, if thc initial rrurrLber of TB
cases is irr thc basin of àttraction of t¡¿). A stlonger (global) stability lesult rvill be

giverr for a special casc of the TB-only sub-rnodel (5.1) in Section 5.4.

The existence of cndcmic equilibria fol the TB-ouly svstem (5.1) is cxplaincd next.

5.2 Existence and Stability of Endemic Equilibria
Lel ttt: (S-.,4., A*) be an arbitrary cndcmic cquilibrium of the TB-only sub-model

(s.1). Let
tJt J

^, = -:- wlln /Y :J 1L tt (ìr.5 )

Using )f- in (5.1), it follows that thc variablcs,9,-L, and 7 at steady state, take thc
forr¡r:

II

^';+p
\ r{ c'1ntù

r\i' -t ot + tL

)i-(rÀï- + o¿).9--

(dr+p)(rÀi-i_ot+t,1,)

Substituting (5.6) in (5.5), noting that l/-- : S.- + L* +T* and after sorne simplifi-
cations, gives the following quadratic cquation in À/.:

aÀi-2+0À|-+c:0,

(5 6)
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where,
A:T,
b - (r+1)(ô¿ + p.)+ot-rþt,
c: ("r+p)(6r+p)(1 -"-).

Thus, we have established the following results.

(5.8)

Theorem 5.2 Th,e TB-onIy sub-model i,n (5.1)

(i.) has a un'ique endem'ic equi,Ii,bri,um when c < 0,

(i.i,) høs a un'ique endem'ic equi,li,bri,um wheneuer b < 0 and ei,ther c : 0 or b2 - ac : 0,

(i.i,i,) has two endem'ic equi,li,bri,a wheneuer b < 0 and c ) 0,

(iu) has no endem'ic equi,li,bri,um, otherw'ise - that i,s, wh,eneuer b > 0 and c > 0

Unlike the HIV-only sub-model, the above theorem shows that the TB-only sub-model

can have multiple endemic equilibria when c > 0 (Rt > 1) and b < 0. This is of-

ten a signature for the phenomenon of backward bifurcation, where a stable endemic

equilibrium coexists with a stable disease-free equilibrium (t¡¿).

The epidemiological implication of this phenomenon is that the classical requirement

of having the associated reproduction number R¿ to be less than unity is, although
necessary) now no longer sufficient for the effective control (or elimination) of the
disease in the community. In such a case) the elimination of the disease will depend on

the initial size of the sub-population of the model.

This possibility of backward bifurcation in (5.1) is now explored below.

5.3 Backward Bifurcation in the TB-only Sub-model.

Using the third equation in (5.8) to substitute for c in (5.7) yields the quadratic equa-

tion,
o(^i.)'+ bÀ|. -t (o¡-r p)(ô¿ + p)(1 - z-r) : 0,

and solving for R¿, we have,

(5.e)

(5.10)

Since a : r ) 0, it follows from (5.i0), that R¡ has a m'in'imurn ualue at the point
when )|* : -bl2a : -bl2r (this point corresponds to the condition b2 - 4ac : 0,

which is obtained by substituting À|. : -bl2a into (5.7)). This minimum value of R¿

,T) 1R' : 
@, + tòØ, + tòloÀi.'+ 

åÀ;. * (o¿ * t'ù{fr. + rt)l'



in (5.10), denoted by Ri, and also referred to as the threshold, or cri,ti,cal value of R¿,

is given by (entails setting 
^i" 

: -bl2a in (5.10))

(5.1 1)

For co-existence of both the disease-free and endemic equilibrium at a backward bifur-
cation, it is necessary that Ri < R, < 1, resulting in the following theorem.

Theorem 5.3 The TB-only sub-model in (5. 1 ) undergoes a baclçward, bi,furcati,on when-
eueritem (l,i,i,) of Tl¿eorern 5.2 holds and 0 < Ri < Rt < 7.

This backward bifurcation phenomenon is illustrated, using a suitable set of parameter
values, in Figures 5.1 and 5.2.

The backward bifurcation in (5.1) arises because the re-infection parameter r is non-
zero. If r : 0, it is clear that the coefficient a of (5.7) is zero, and the quadratic reduces
to a linear function with at most one solution (hence, no two endemic equilibria can
exist in this case, thereby excluding the possibility of backward bifurcation). To further
demonstrate this fact, it is shown below that the TB-only sub-model (5.1) with r :0,
has a globally stable DFE (hence, completely ruling out backward bifurcation in this
speciai case).

5.4 Global Stability of the DFE for the Case r - 0.

We claim the following.

Theorem 5.4 The DFE of the TB-only sub-rnodel (5.1) wi,tlt.r:0 zs GAS i,nDt iff
Rt<7'
Proof
The proof is based on using a comparison theorem ([21, 36, 52]). With r : 0, the
TB-only sub-model (5.1) reduces to:

dS : tI _ )¿,9 _ 
LLS,dt

dL
' ,S - o¡L - P,L,dt 
/\tÐ _ utlJ _ lrrrJ) (b.12)

dT
E : otL-6¿T-¡LÎ'

,12* 
- 1

Aa(ot j- tì(J,, + tt)'



It can be shown that the invariant region 2¿ (given in (5.2)) is the feasible region for
the reduced system (5.12). Furthermore, it is ciear that the special case (S.tZ) has the

same disease-free equilibrium, ts¡: (lIf 11,0,0), as the sub-model (5.1). The equations

for -L and T can be written in terms of the next generation matrices F and I/ in Section

5.1 to obtain,

dL(t)
dt

dr(t)
dt

(5.13)

Since ,S ( N, for all ú ) 0 in the feasible region D¿ lor system (5.12), equation (5.13)

can be expressed by the following inequality:

dL(t)
dt

dr(t)
dt

(5.14)

Using the fact that the eigenvalues of the matrix F -V all have negative reals parts (see

Iocal stability result in Theorem 5.1, where p(FV-r) < 1 if R¿ --1, which is equivalent

to the matrix F -V having eigenvalues with negative real parts when R, < I), it follows

that the linearized differential inequality system (5.1a) is stable whenever Rt < 7.

Consequently [a], (L(t),f(t)) -' (0,0) as ú ---+ oo. It follows, by using a comparison

theorem that (I(ú), T(t)) -- (0,0) as ú --+ oo (see [36], p.31). Thus, substituting
(L(t):0: 

"(¿) 
in (5.12), we have that in system (5.12), S(ú) --+ S. :lIlp as ú --+ oo

whenever Rt 1 I. This means that in (5.12), which is the special case of (5.1) when

r : 0, (S(ú),¿(¿),7(¿)) --' (^9*,0,0) : (1I,0,0) as t ---+ oo f.or R¡ < 1, so that t6¿ is

GAS in Dt if Rt ( 1, as stated in Theorem 5.4. n

Thus, the backward bifurcation phenomenon in the TB-only model can be removed

if the exogenous reinfection parameter, r, is set to zero. In other words, this analysis

confirms that exogenous reinfection is responsible for the backward bifurcation in the

TB dynamics.

5.4.L Stability of the endemic equilibrium for the case r :0.
We now illustrate the above theorem for the speciai case when r : 0. Clearly, when

r:0, the Jacobian of the system (5.12) will have eigenvalues that satisfy

boÀ3+órÀ2+å2À+ð3:9,

\ / L(t',

| :,. -v,("'l)- (,-#) (: i) (;:,] )) \r('

I = ,' -') (::1] 
)) \ r(')
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where, the coefficients ö6, b¡,b2, and ó3 are given by:

L1uO r)

h: Ài-+€r*pt*t-r,

bz : (nr+Er¡X;.1-ttpr+€tpt* - Ptotþtt't
P<t - 

Gt + ot)^i\ €tpt' (5.15)

b3 : €tptÀi. * ø€tpt. 6## €* - ##{*
Using r:0 in (5.8), and substituting the results in (5.7) yields

¡.. - €tlí?-t-I),.t:- 
€,+o, 

(5'16)

Furthermore, substituting (5.16) in (5.i5), and after some manipulations, yields

ög : 1,

b1 : €tPt(&-t) t€¿* Pt*tt,
\t -r ut

bz: p(ot+tl*'ff/ (b.17)

bs : W#þ(- . #) *o,€,('- å)l

Clearly, the coefficients, bs,b1 ,ö2, and ö3, âr€ all positive whenever Rt > L Further-
more)
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búz-bs : l€'p'-(R'-t) *€¿ * or* rlluG,+ r,, *2€'4(R'-t)l
L ít*ot J L Et*ot J

_{,o,(R,-l)l- / o,\ / t)l"ffi 
L, (€'* rù toÅt\r- ru,,

: u#"[p@'+r'n*'É##.ryffi

+ (€¿ + Pt * ¡llr@, * ¿ "' 2€'o?(R' - 1)l

L 't'- €r+tt )

j,,"å(,t;ai, 
[, (- . i) * 

",e,]

: v#: 
l,', (' - +,)l .'É## . ryffi

+p(€, t p, + t )@, +,,1 * Uft) Í2p,(€, t p, + t") - o,€,)

: u#: 
l,* (' - +,)).'É## . ryffi

+ P(€, -r P, + p)@, + erl * W
çt -f ut

(5.18)

Thus, by Routh Hurwitz criterion, the eigenvalues of the Jacobian of the TB-only
system (5.1) with r:0, all have negative real parts. Hence, the endemic equilibrium
of the system is LAS provided Rt ) 7.

5.5 Numerical Simulations

Numerical simulations of the TB-only sub-model (5.1) are carried out, using appro-
priate sets of parameter values to illustrate some of the theoretical results obtained in
this chapter.
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Figures 5.1, and 5.2 demonstrate the existence of backward bifurcation in the TB-
only sub-model in a region where the critical and basic reproduction numbers are

Ri :0.8+q9 < 1 and 7l¿ : 0.8559 ( 1, respectively.

For the set of parameter values in Table 5.I, Rt : 0.2764 < 1 (so that by Theorem 5.1,

ihe DFE is LAS). The time-series plots depicted in Figure 5.3, of the total TB-infected
individuals at time t, L(t) +f(t), show convergence of solution profiles to the DFE.

When the model parameters are changed such that Rt : 12.2918 > 1, the infected

components converge to some non-negative values, signifying the persistence of TB in
this case (see Figure 5.4).

r1)
Nominal Value

(year)-r ReferenceParameter
II
þ,
0¿

T

6t

p

50, 000 [52]
0.08 assumed

0.333 [10]
0.23 assumed

0.06 assumed
0.18 assumed
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Figure 5.1: Backward bifurcation diagram for the TB-only sub-model (5.1). Parameter
values used are: lI : 5000, þt : 0.8, r : 0.25, ot : I172, ô¿ : 0.011995 and /-¿ 

: 0.101
(giving Ri:0.84+9 < 1, R¿:0.8559 ( 1, so that2-i <Rr<7).
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Figure 5.2: Time series showing backward bifurcation in the TB-only sub-model (5.1)

using lI : 5000, þt : 0.8, r : 0.25, ot : 1172, ôr : 0.01"1995 and F : 0.101 (giving
Ri :0.Bql9 ( 1, ß¿ : 0.8559 ( 1 and Ri < Rt < I).
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Figure 5.3: Time series of the TB-only sub-model (5.1) showing convergence to the
DFE, á6¿. Parameters used are lI : 50000, É¿ : 0.08, r : 0.23, o¿ : 0.333, ô¿ : 0.06
and ¡1,: 0.18 (so that Rt:0.2164 < I).
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Figure 5.4: Time series of the TB-only sub-model (5.1) showing convergence to the
endemic equilibrium, t1¿. Parameters used are lI : 50000, þt : 1.85, r : 0.43,

o¿ : 0.533, ô¿ : 0.1 and p : 0.04 (giving Rt: I2.29I8 > 1).
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Chapter 6

Analysis of the Full HIV-TB Model

Having analyzed the two sub-models in Chapters 4 and 5, the dynamics of the full
HIV-TB model (3.1) is now considered. It should be recalled that the modcl (3.1)

consists of the following system of differential equations.

dS

dt : II - À/,,S - À¿,9 - p,S,

dI
dt : Àn'5 - 9n)+I - o¡I - ¡'r'I 

'

dA
dt : onI - 0¡r¡)+A - 6"4 - P'A'

(6.1)
dL
dt : Àt'5- ÀnL-rÀ¿L- o¡L- P'L'

dT
dt : rÀtL i otL - \nT - 6¿T - P'T'

dM
dt : ?nÀtI * 0¡r¡¡\¡A -l ÀnL * ÀnT - 6^M - þM,

where,

, þn(I + n¡A) , 1tTÀ¡ - , À¿:f and /V:,9+1+A+L+T+M.

Recall that for this model, all solutions to (6.i) are defined in the positiveiy invariant
biologically-feasible region, 2, given in (3.2) by

D : {á e Rf; .s(¿) +I(t)+A(t)+L(t)+r(t)+M(t)<nlp}, (6.2)

where, ¿ : (s (t), I (t), A(t), L(t),7 (t), M (t)).
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6.1 Equilibria of the Full HIV-TB Model

Let t : (S* , P , A* , L* ,T* ,M*) represents any arbitrary equilibrium of the full HIV-TB

model (6.i). It follows then that, by solving in (6.1) at steady state, the components

of t are:

lt :

JJ:

q1a
a-

o¡ÀiS*
(?h^i + pù(7nnnÀi * €") '

Ài,s.

^.h+r^î+pt'
Àf (rÀi + ø¿),S.

( 6.3)

(Àå+€¿)(À;+rÀi+p¡)'

0h^i.9. + qhA.) + À;(¿- + 7-)

Clearly, (6.3) gives rise to, at least, four types of equilibria namely:

(i) a disease-free equilibrium (corresponding to the case: À; : Ài :0),

(ii) an HIV-only boundary equilibrium (corresponding to the case: ÀLtO, Ài:0),

(iii) a TB-only boundary equilibrium (corresponding to the case: Àä : 0, 
^i 

+ 0)'

(iv) and an endemic equilibrium (corresponding to the case: );, À; I 0).

In this chapter, the focus will be on the analysis of the dynamics of the DFE (that is,

(6.3) with À[ : Àî : 0). In particular, to determine whether or not the model (6.1)

undergoes the phenomenon of backward bifurcation at the DFE. The DFE of model

(6.1) is given by

ts: (S*,1*,A*,L*,7*,M*): (111p,0,0,0,0,0)' (6'4)

M* ç
S?7l
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6.2 Stability Analysis of the

The associated next generation matrices (f'and

DFE.

V) are:

onlp 0 0

-o¡ 6o*[r 0

0 0 ottþ
00-o¿6t
000

þnS. þnqnS* 0 o o
¡y'* ¡y'+
00000
o o ,#o
00000
00000 ï,,ï,)

":IF-

The matrix FV-r has two non-zero eigenvalues R¡, and R.¿ (where Rn and 7l¿ are as

defined in (4.6) and (5.4) respectively). Thus,

P(FV-t): max {Rn,2-t1' '

Now, let
RHr : p@V-l): max {Rn,?-t} .

Thus, we have established the following result.

Theorem 6.L The DFE of the full HIV/TB model (6.1) i,s LAS iff Rnr 1 I, and

unstable i,f R¡¡7 > I.

The quantity Rnr is the basic reproduction number of the full model (6.1). Simulations

were carried out for Rar 11 (Figure 5.3) showing convergence to the DFE.

Theorem 6.1 shows that HIV can be eliminated from the community if R¡¡7 1 7,

provided the initial number of infectives is small enough (that is, if the initial number

of infectives is in the basin of attraction of the DFE).

Since the TB-only sub-model (5.i) in Chapter 5 exhibits backward bifurcation, it is in-

structive to determine whether or not the full HIV-TB model (6.1) undergoes backward

bifurcation as well. This is investigated below.

6.3 Existence of Backward Bifurcation

Owing to the relative large size of the system (6.1), it is laborious to explore the

possibility of backward bifurcation in (6.1) using the method in Section 5.2. Conse-

quently, we will adopt a method that is based on the use of the Center Manifold Theory

[10, 52, 58]. The method entails reducing model (6.1) into a transformed system whose

Jacobian has a zero-eigenvalue, and then applying a theorem, by Castillo-Chavez and



Song [10] (see also [52, 58]), to explore the possibility of backward bifurcation. First,
the theorem in [10] is reproduced below for convenience.

Theorern 6.2 [10]. Consi,der the followi,ng general system of ordi.nary differential
equat'ions wi,th a parømeter þ

dr
dt: f @,ó), f t IR'x IR. ---+ IR, and/e C2(R'x R),

where 0 i.s an equilzbri,um point of the system (that is, f (0,ó) = 0 for all þ) and

1. A: D,f Q,0) 
( 0f"^ ^t\ -'- '\e I'inearizat'ion matrir of the system around,
\a"rt"'v) ) 

Lð Lt

the equi,Ii,brium 0 wi,th þ eualuated at 0;

2. Zero 'is a si.mple e'igenualue of A and other ei,genualues of A haue negat'iue real

parts;

3. Matri,r A has a ri,ght e'igenuectors w, and a left ei,genaector u correspondi,ng to

the zero e'igenualue.

Let f¡, be th,e kth component of f and

n / A2r r \
(r :',F*' (,'o'''t ffi\"'")

n / ôrÍnl \b - P,(*''#fr1-,r)
tlr.en, the local dynarni,cs of the system around th.e equi,Ii,bri,um poi,nt 0 i,s totally de-

terrn'ined by the si,gns of a, and b. Parti.cularly, i,f ø ) 0, and ð ) 0, then backward

bi,furcati,on occurs at þ: g.

We now proceed to analyze the possible existence of backward bifurcation in the model

(6.1). In order to apply Theorem 6.2, we frrst defrne the following change of variables:

S: rt, I : rz¡A: rz,L: r4tT: r5¡ and M: u6) so that (6.1) is transformed into
the following system of equations.
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# : n - lþn(" 
!'1n"') . W * rf ,,

r:.1 l,

drz : þnþ2j,t4ùr, (?rþ,rt , _ \
dt ¡/ 

-ot--' - (-ir * on + 
') "' 

: fz'

# : ohrz- (w#*+ôo+ r)', I: 13,

dra. ßñs:xt I 0n@, i nnrz) rß&s I

" 
: -L=t.-t't--*-M +ot+ø)r^ : fa'

#: eF**) "^-lw#^+ô,+pl ", : rs,

dra

dt

(rz + rtnrs)lonþtrs -t þn(rq, + ,r)]
- (6*i p)ra : fa

where, -ly':Ír lrz+rs]_raf z5*116, and the DFEis.lo: (111p,0,0,0,0,0). The
corresponding Jacobian, J(Xo), is given by

-p -þn -þntln 0 -þt 0

0 þn-oh-p þnqn 0 0 0

r@,):l 3 ? -u";, _,!_, oo, 
3

0 0 0 ot -6t-[r 0

0 0 0 0 0 -6^-þ
from which it can be shown that ,f6 is stable if Rur : max{R¡,Z-t]| < 1. We need to
consider situations under which J (Xù will have a zero eigenvaiue (to apply the center
manifold theory). It can be shown thatR¡77:1 will yield a zero (simple) eigenvalue

lor J(Xs). Since ß¡¡7: max{7?å,?-t),it follows that there are two possibiiities under

which Rnr : 1 will occur; namely when ß¿ : 1 or Rt : I. Here, we consider just
one of these cases, namely Rt:7 (note that R¿ is given in (5.a)).

Consider the case Rur :7 : Rt > Rn (bifurcation point). Define a bifurcation
parameter, B*, obtained by solvingfor B¿ from 7?¿:1as follows. With R¿:1, (5.4)

becomes
1 - þ*o, o* - 

(6r+ tt)(or+ t") t^ -\': (6r+rr)(0r+rr) = P - 
"t 

\o''l

(6.5)

, (6.6)
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Here, and in the rest of the thesis, we shail denote the Jacobian, J(Xs), at the bifur-
cation point B*, by JB.. Thus,

Jp" :

-þ -þn
0 0n-on-þ
oon
00 (6.8)

0

0

0

0

The next step is to compute, as shown below, the eigenvectors of Jp- associated with
the simple eigenvalue, 0.

Eigenvectors of JB.

Let the left and right eigenvectors of Jp., associated with the eigenvalue 0, be denoted

by u : (rr,rr,'t)s,'t)4,uS,uA) and æ : (wt,'tlz,'tll¡,'tl,4,'tt)6,ttr6)7, respectively. Then, since

Rt: I, \Me can show that simple is an eigenvalue of JB-, and thus we can, respectively,

write

uJB. : Or,
Jp.w: O,

(6.e)

where, O is a 6 x 1 zero-column vector. The associated non-zero left and right eigen-

vectors of the Jacobian, JB-, (corresponding to the zero eigenvalue) in (6.8) can be

expressed as

- þnnn 0

þnnn 0

-6o- þ o

0 -ot- tt
0ot
00

-p* 0

00
00
p.0

-6t- þ 0

0 -6*- þ

?) : lg,(6"J tt)",us,Y,15,of
I þnrln ot-r þ J

( -r I þn@" r t-r i onnn)wz

Lr¿ I on
+ o.us1 ,(6o 

* P)ws ,.r, Ë?, ru, oÌt .J on ot*þ 
'1u.ro¡

Next, we compute the quantities ø and ö for the system (6.5) from the expressions

a :,,å, ('-',', P,:orl.,),

b _ 
å(,_,,#hl^)

(6.11)
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Computation of a

By taking the summation in (6.11), it follows that

a : W F-(g*, #h1".) . "Ð,(''', #h1.,)
(6.12)

. ffi Ð,(- 
*, #hl 

". ) 
. ", ä(*-, #hl.")

Next, we use (6.10) and the right hand sides of (6.S) to evaluate each of the summations
in (6.t2), yiclding

Ð,('*'#h1."): -P;Ð'

* (,*,J41 \ 
-2wswsonnnþ*u?''='\"*'Ô"þ"'l-") 

: - '' '

F,-Q*'#h|.,): tr#-'')' (6 13)

ä(. *, #F,l .") :'##_ P,(,,,

where,

p(r) 2þntr(õ"+ p)'r" , 2þnp(7+nh)(6"+ ùrZ , 2pþnþ.(6"* ¡-r,)wswtt2 nt'^ - noo r ¡y^16,¡¡t)

,2p(6o+ ù@n+ B.)usws , 2pþnnnwT , 2pþnnnþ.usus , 2¡.tB¡r¡¡w3w5_ non _ rI _ rr(or+tò _ 
" 16t_,
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DG) 2þnpþ.(6"i ¡;')u3ws , 2þ.p(6"-f ¡L')wsw¡ , 2B¡,r¡¡¡L,p*usw5t4 ---n;ß¡õ-- lron - tr("r+u)

,2¡tp*wsw5 , 2pþ.'r',
- lI -ryor+t")'

(6.15)
and,

o(¿) 2þnp(6" -f p')w3w5 , 2¡-t'B¡,r¡¡w3w5: tr*.--n__. (6.16)

Thus, using (6.13), (6.14), (6.15) and (6.16) in (6.13) in (6.12) gives

n : 2rltþ*2usw| _2rp.þ*2opsru2, _l(d"+p)urplù -2uzwswsgnrlnfS*Lt -o&sPlt) -,,_E,(¿)l* n@t+p) tI(or+t")z | 1nnn ' lI ' or+t" '"'5 
_J 

'

which simplifies to,

n : 2rtÌþ*2usuZ 
- | $" + tòrrpl') 

-2uswswsgnnnþ* 
r-i' - opsPlt) - ",- E,(¿)'l* 

rl(ot+ p)2 | 1nnn ' lI ' or+ l" ' "" t 
J
(6.17)

Now, Iet

/1 2¡.r,2 p*2u;wf,

fI(o, + tL,)2 '

and, (6.19)

Gt : l@, 
+ !t)urpl') *2uswswsïnnnþ* P * or'uPl') 

+ ,rrj,)l .v¿ 
| lnnn ' r ' or+r" ' "-" 

I

Hence, the expression for a in (6.i7) becomes

o, : rC¡ - G¿. (6.i9)

Computation of ö

Using (6.10) to eliminate the zero- contributions of the summation of the second equa-
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tion in (6.11), we have

b - ø#å(,'-shl".) .,,þ-(,'#h1.")

* ffiþ_(,, _shl ., ) 
.,, 

þ_(,, #hl.,)
(6.20)

Because the parameter B* in (6.20) is given by þ- : þr, we have that each of the
summations in (6.20) with B* : Br, yields

+f,,, -ô'r, I \
k\*, a,þp.|.")

å(,,##1.,)
and, hence, (6.20) reduces to

: o, 
,=f,(-,#h1."): 

o,

: rD., åþ' #h1.,): 0,,

b_otu;u;>0.ot* tt
(6.21)

Since å above is automatically positive, it follows from (6,19) that ø > 0 if rC¿ > G¿.

Thus, by Theorem 6.2 above [10], the model (6.1) will undergo backward bifurcation

if r>\ (i.e., if both ø> 0 and ö> 0).Thisresult is summarized below.Ct'

Theorem 6.3 The full HIV-TB model (6.1) undergoes a backward bi,furcation when

Rn 1Rt: 1 : R¡77 and,, , ?;.

This phenomenon is illustrated in the ,9, -L and 7 components of the HIV-TB model
(6.1) in Figures 6.1,6.2, and 6.3, respectiveìy, using the following parameters: fI: 1,

þn:0.5, o¿:0.8, at:0.2, r:60, rln:0.4, do:0.5, ô¿:0.1, ô-:0.1, á¡,:0.03,
0t:0.2, p:0.74, and u3 *'us:'uz:'It)s:1 (so that,R¡:0.7979 1R¿:1, and

r : 60 > 21.345: CtlGt).

Now, since the terms C¡ and G¿ in (6.18) are positive, we observe that the condition
ø > 0 in (6.19) cannot hold if r : 0. Thus, the phenomenon of backward bifurcation
in model (6.1) can be removed if r : 0. In fact, the DFE of (6.1) can be shown to be

globally asymptotically stable when r : 0 as shown below.



6.4 GAS of the DFE for System (6.1) with r :0.
We claim the following result.

Theorem 6.4 The DFE of the HIV-TB model (6.1) with r : 0 i,s GAS i,n D i.ff
Rur S 7.

Proof
Let Ky: oh* F, Kz: õo* p, Ks: ot* þ, K¿: ô¿* ¡-t,and Ks:6^f ¡1. It ihen
follows from (4.6) and (5.4) that

þn(Kz + nhoh) - KtKz : KrKz(Rh - 1), (6 er\
\ft - KsK¿ : hK (Rt - I). \"'--l

Let r : 0 in (6.1). Consider the Lyapunov function:

,:(þ+#) t*o +frr+r, (623)

with Lyapunov derivative

P : (Kzi.nnon)¡+¿ ++L+Ì' - \ Ktqn )- "

( K, + ,toon\ 
| þnQ + nnonA)s I

\ K,rin' ) ltr - 0¡'À¿I - ot')* (onI - lnqnÀtA- KzA)

ot ( ß[$ \
-']-'lKr\ ¡/ -"-)

I þn(K, * q¡o¡)s Kr(Kz + Tthoh)1 , ?n(Kz + nhoh)^tl: 
t KrrrrN rth- Krn^ )t- KrrÌ^

. l@*ffiü - K,] A - o¡r¡¡À¿A - +
*(o'o's -Kr) T_ 

^hT
' \ ¡rr¡¿
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I | 1n(Kz + qnon)f S KtKz\ , ?n(Kz-t qnon)Àtl: lt ,rfrri, lF- Krrt, I'- Krrk

.{l*{u#ttù] #- T}r- o¡q¡À¿A-+

"l(er!\t -K'{n1r-^nr''L\zrr/¡r K3 I

Using the fact that S(ú) < ¡/(¿) for all t > 0, we have

;- - lþn@r+nhoh) Kß21 , on(Kz+nhoh)^J

, l1tttlff@ - T) A - o¡r¡¡"À¿A - +
, (&lu- t'o'l r - 

^hr'\K, Ks )-

: þ(on- 1)(r + nnA) + K4(Rt - r)rtln

- {'l,1!"#y * n^Af . 
^^ 

(X. Ð }

The proof is completed using the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 4.2. !

Since the model (6.1) with r : 0 has a globally stable DFE, it is clear that the system

(6.1) cannot undergo backward bifurcation when r : 0. This result is summarized

below.

Lemma 6.t The HIV-TB model (6.1) wi,thr:0 does not undergo baclcward bifurca-

ti,on.

Thus, like the TB-only model (5.1), the full HIV/TB modei (6.1) loses its backward

bifurcation phenomenon whenever r :0.
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6.5 Summary

In summary, it is shown that the full HIV-TB model (6.1)

(i) has a locally stable DFE when Rnr 11; the DFE is GAS if. r :0 and Rnr 11.
(ii) undergoes the phenomenon of backward bifurcation at RHr : 1 and that the

backward bifurcation is removed when r : 0.

Simulations were carried out as depicted in Figures 6.I6.2,6.3, 6.4, and 6.5 (using the
parameters specifred in each plot). Figures 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3 illustrates the phenomenon

of backward bifurcation (1or r I 0), while Figure 6.4 iliustrate the occurrence of forward
bifurcation for the câse r : 0. Figure 6.5 depicts the solution profiles of the state

variables of the model for the case R¡r7 1 I.

Table 6.1: Variables and rameters for the full HIV
Variable
Parameter Description
S(ú) number of susceptible individuals at time ú

number of chronic (asymptomatic HlV-infected individuals at time ú

number of individuals at the AIDS stage of the HIV infection, at time ú

number of individuals with latent TB at time ú

number of individuals with active TB at time ú

number of individuaìs with mixed infection at time f
total population size at time ú

recruitment rate into the population
effective contact rates for HIV and TB, respectiveiy
progression rates for HIV and TB, respectively
modification factor for infection from individuals with AIDS
rate of exogenous re-infection for latent TB individuals
mortality rates for HIV and TB, respectively
natural death rate
modification parameter for increase in TB susceptibility for individuals
infected v/ith HIV.

I (t)
A(t)
L(t)
r(t)
M(t)
¡/(ú)

II
þn, þt
oh, at
rln

T

6o,6t

l.r

0¡
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Tubl. 6. el (6.1)

Nominal Value
Parameter (year)-l

50, 000

0.0r2

0.016

I,2

0.5

0.5

0.09

0.003

0.01

0.04

0.18

T

O¡1

ut

6o

6t

6*

l-L
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Figure 6.1: Backward bifurcation for the susceptible class, ,9(ú), in the full model (6.1)
using fI : l, þn : 0.5, ø¿ : 0.8, ot : 0.2,r : 60, rÌn : 0.4, ôo : 0.5, d¿ : 0.1,
õ*:0.1, 0n:0.03 and ¡r :0.74. Here,0.7979 : Rn 1Rt: L.
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Figure 6.2: Backward bifurcation for the latent TB class, tr(ú), in the full model (6.1)
using II : I, þn - 0.5, ø¡,:0.8, ot:0.2, r:60, rln:0.4, ôo:0.5, ô¿:0.1,
ô- : 0.1, 0n: 0.03 and ¡1, : 0.I4. Here, 0.7979 : Rn 1Rt : I.
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Figure 6.3: Backward bifurcation for the active TB class, T(ú), in the full modeÌ (6,1)
using lI : I, þn : 0.5, ø¿ : 0.8, ot : 0.2,r : 60, rln : 0.4, ôo : 0.5, ô¿ : 0.1,
6*: 0.7, 0n : 0.03 and p : 0.14. Here, 0.7979 : Rn 1R, : 1.
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Figure 6.4: Removal of backward bifurcation in the active TB class, T(f), in the full
model (6.1) usingfl:1, þn:0.5, oi,:0.8, ot:0.2, r:0, qn:0.4,6o:0.5,
ô¿:0.1, õ*:0.I, d¡:0.03 and p:0.14. Here, 0.7979:Rn 1R¿:1. The figure
shows the dynamics of the active TB component when r : 0.
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Chapter 7

Extended H.II/ /TB Model

In Chapter 3, we introduced and formulated a basic HIV-TB modei (3.1) that we

progressively analyzed in Chapters 4, 5, and 6. An important simplification that
was applied in the formulation was that individuals that were dually-infected (class

M(t)) were not transmitting any of the two diseases. This assumption is, however, an

over-simplification, since, clearly, individuals dually-infected can pass either of the two

diseases to susceptible individuals.

In this Chapter, the non-transmitting simplification is removed. It is now assumed

that those in the M(ú) class can transmit either HIV or TB to individuals in the 
^9(ú)

class. Further, although there is no deflnitive evidence in the support or against it, the

extended model also assumes that dually-infected individuals can pass both diseases

to a susceptible individual. Individuals in the M(ú) class make effective contact with

susceptible individuals at a rate \* : 
ry,where B- is the associated effective

contact rate. Of the effective contacts that are made with the susceptible class, eh, et,

and q*: (1 - en- Qt), are the fractions that become infected with HIV, TB and the

dual HIV/TB infections, respectively.

Another extension applied is that those with latent TB can also transmit TB infection.

Consequently, in order to model the relative infectiousness of individuals in the active

TB class (?), in relation to those in the latent TB class (tr), we introduce a modification

parameter, rc, with 0 < rc < 1; so that ¡r:1t(oL-jT) .¡/
In Chapter 1, various control strategies have been presented for the two diseases) no-

tably the use of the DOTS therapy for TB and ARVs for HIV. In this chapter, the

impact of some of these strategies in reducing the burden of the two diseases (as well

as that of the mixed infection class) will be investigated. This is the main objective
of this chapter, and is achieved by extending model (3.1) to incorporate additionai
components. This entails introducing new compartments of active TB individuals who

are treated with DOTS (W) at a rate r¿, individuais with the mixed infection treated
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of TB (Y) at a rate r* and individuals in the I4l class in whom treatment fails (t/).
The failure rate of treatment is denoted by a. Individuals in the Y class progress to
AiDS at a rate o* and those in whom treatment fails suffer disease-induced death at
a rate 6u.

Finally, the model is further extended to include an imperfect HIV vâccine, by incor-
porating a class, V, of vaccinated individuals. Susceptibie individuals are vaccinated
against HIV at a rate (. These individuals acquire HIV infection at a reduced rate
(1 - e)À¡, where 0 < e < 1 is the vaccine efficacy. Vaccinated individuals acquire TB
infection at a rate À¿, ând mixed infection at a rate (1 - e)À*. The vaccine wanes at
a rate a. In other words, while the vaccine is expected to offer some direct beneflts
against HIV infection, the vaccine offers no such benefits against TB infection.

Putting all these together, the extended HIV-TB model (which incorporates treatment
for both HIV and TB as well as imperfect HIV vaccine) is given by

7I



-p,M - õ*M,

dW
E : r¿T-aW-þW,

+ : r^M-ooY-¡-r.Y,
dt

y : aW-¡,[J_ õ,(J.
at

In (2.1), ^r: 
U#@, À¿ : U#9, À- : ry,À,: #,q*:

7* qn- qt,0 < a,C,€,eh.et,Q,n < 1 and /y' : ,5 +V + I + A+ L+T + M +W +Y +U.

The flow diagram of the modei is depicted in Figure 7.1 and the associated variables

and parameters of the model are described in Table 7.1.
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Table 7.1: Variables and ctcrs for thc extendcd modcl (7.1

Variable/
Parameter Description

^9(ú)
v(t)
1(ú)

A(t)
L(t)
r(t)
M(t)
w(t)

Y(t)

u(t)
N(ú)

II
(
u
€

0¡

þn,0t, þ*
oht og

O¿

tln

t1

T

6o,6¿,6*, õu

TmrTt

o
p
Qh, Qt, Qrn

number of susceptible individuals at time ú

number of susceptible individuals that are vaccinated at time t
number of chronic (asymptomatic HlV-infected individuals at time ú

number of individuals at the AIDS stage of the HIV infection, at time ú

number of individuals with latent TB at time ú

number of individuals with active TB at time ú

number of individuals with mixed infection at time ú

number of individuals from the ? class that are administered with active
TB treatment at time ú

number of individuals from íhe M class that are administered with active
TB treatment at time ú

number of individuals from the W class with failed TB treatment at time ú

total population size at time ú

recruitment rate into the population
vaccination rate of susceptibìe individuals
waning rate of vaccine
effectiveness of vaccine
modification parameter
effective contact rates of HIV, TB and mixed infection respectively
progression rates of HIV
progression rate of TB
modification factor for infectiousness of AIDS
modifrcation factor for infectiousness of latent TB
rate of exogenous re-infection for latent TB individuals
mortality rates of HIV, TB, mixed infection and failed treatment
classes, respectively
treatments rates of active TB in hhe M and 7 classes respectively
failure rate of treatment in the I4l class

natural death-rate in the community
fractions of new cases of HIV, TB and mixed infections that respectively
result from the effective contact between individuaÌs with mixed infection
and susceptible individuals
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In addition to being among the few models for HIV-TB interaction in a population, to
the author's knowledge, model (7.1) is among the very first (if not the first) HIV-TB
model to have incorporated the foliowing features in an HIV-TB framework.

(a) TB transmission by latently-infected individuals;

(b) Vaccination for HIV in an HIV-TB co-infection model;

(c) tansmission of HIV-TB co-infection to a susceptible individual.

The objective of this chapter is to assess the following in the context of the transmission
dynamics of HIV and TB in a community:

(i) the impact of the transmission dynamics of TB by individuals with latent TB;

(ii) the impact of transmission of HIV, TB and the HIV-TB co-infection by individ-
uals infected with both diseases (that is, those with the HIV-TV co-infection);

(iii) thc impact of DOTS treatment and an impcrfcct HIV vaccine.

7.L Basic Properties

Solutions to (7.1) are defined in the biologically-feasible region given by

I : {á e R}0;.s(ú)+v(¿)+ r(ù+A(t)+L(t)+T(t)+M(t)+w(t)+v(t)+u(t) < tr/p},

where,

¿ : (s (t), v (t), r (t), A(t), L (t), T (t), M (t), W (t), y (t), u (t)) .

It can be shown, as in Section 3.2, that the region f is positively-invariant. Hence, the
system (7.1) is (mathematically and epidemiologically) well-posed in f.

In the sections that follow, we shall consider three sub-models of the extended model
(7.1), namely: the HIV-only sub-model with vaccination, the TB-only sub-model with
treatment, and the mixed-only sub-model with vaccination.

nr
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7.2 HIV-only Sub-model with Vaccination

This sub-model is obtained by setting the variables L : T : M : W : Y : U : 0 in
(7.1), resulting in the following.

# : r+av-À¿,s -es-ps,

#: es-uv-(1 - e))¡v-þv,

H : Àh,9+ (r-e)À¡v-o¡I-¡-tI,

dA

" 
: onI-¡L"A-õoA'

(7.2)

withN:,9*
given by

e@)
"h,0

For system (7.2),

where,

so that,

.: 
(î 

'î 

) 

and P:

9e:

rßf) : p@P-t) :

V + I * A and 
^n: 

W#@. The DFE of the sub-mo ð'eI (7.2)

l- lI(ø + p) li( .I: (s*, Y*,0,0) : lffiA'iGT;+ u),0,0)l
the next generation matrices, F and P, are given by

(7.3)

(7.4)

þnÍr+p+((t-e)l
u+tL+e '

þnla + pt + Ç(I - e))(õ" + p. + nnon)

@ + t" + ()("¿ + tt)(6"+ p)

( /.ð)

(7.6)

Thus, the following result is established.

Theorem 7.L The DFE of the HIV-only sub-model (7.2) wi.thuacci.nati,on'is LAS if
nÍi) .I, and, unstable otÌterw'ise.

Definition 7.I The th.reshold, quantity rcf,) , * the basi,c reprod,uction number for the

HIV-only sub-model (7.2) wi,th uaccinat'ion. It rneasures the auerage number of sec-

ondary cases genero,ted by a szngle HlV-i.nfected i.ndiui,dual i,n a populati.on where a

to



fracti,on of th.e suscepti,ble i,ndi,uiduals 'is uacc'inated.

Observe that in the absence of vaccination (V : ( : ø : 0), the quantity Î¿f) reduces

Io Rn (given in (4.6)). Furthermore, it is easy to see that

\(.()

Thus, introducing vaccination to the HIV-only sub-model (4.1) reduces the associated

basic reproduction number, TL¿ (since € < 1). That is, the vaccination program will
always have beneficial public health impact.

The possibility of backward bifurcation in the sub-model (7.2) is now explored.

7.2.L Backward bifurcation in HIV-only sub-model

Let Sfl : (S**, V**,1**,.4**) denotes an arbitrary endemic equilibrium in the model

(7.2). Then, solving (7.\ for the variables V**, /**, and,4** (in terms of ^9**) at tf)
yields

(,s**

a+þr,*À[.(1 -e)'

(7.8)

A.:
o¡Àll S**fa * p * (t - e)(rfi + OJ

Ø"+ p)@n+ tt)[u -r pr À[.(t - e)]'

Using (7.8) and noting that ly'** : ,S** +V** + 1** + A*, it follows that

N** : ^i6"+ tt+ oùlu + p+ (t - e)(^ü + Òl+ (6"+ p.)(on+ p.)lu + p.+ C + Ài-0 - e)l

,s** (6"+ p)(on+ t'r)[a * p-r À[.(t - e)]
(7 e)

Further substituting (7.8) and (7.9) in À[. : þnQ.. + nhA**)
N**

À;-(ô" * p * o¡,)la * p + (I- €)(À;. + Ol + (6" + p,)(o¡ + tr)lw * tr * ( + À[-(t - e)]

: þn(6o t p * nnon)lu * p -r (t - e)(Àfi + ()1,

which can be re-written as,

(7.10)

aoÀ*"2h* a1À[- * a2: 0,
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where,

o.o: (6"+p,+oå)(1 -€),
a1 : (6"+p+oh)lc,*p*((1 -€-)l *(ó"+ p)(on+p)(1 - e)(r-R¡,), (7.11)

a2 : (6" + p)(on + tù@ * t-r * e) (r - lrcy')

Since a6 > 0, it follows that the threshold reproduction number, nfo")(.nf) . Ð,
is obtained from the condition al - 4a6a2: 0, and given by

nf'..1- 1 - 4as(6" i p)(on + t-r)(u + p + o
(7.r2)

Thus, the HIV-only sub-model (7.2) undergoes a backward bifurcation whenever 0 <
Rf,-o.nf).t
Hence, unlike the HIV-only sub-model (a.1) (without vaccination), the HIV-only sub-

model with vaccination (7.2) exhibits backward bifurcation. F\rrther, it is easy to see

that this phenomenon can be removed by setting e : 1. The Lyapunov function in
Section 4.7.2 (thal is, P : l(6"+ rtnon)I + r7¡(o¡+ tL)A) can be used to prove the global

asymptotic stabiìity of the DFE, tÍ?, of system (7.2) with e:1. Thus, the imperfect
nature of the HIV vaccine (e < 1) is responsible for the backward bifurcation property
of the HIV-only sub-model (7.2) with vaccination.

7.3 The TB-only Sub-model With Treatment

The TB-only sub-model with treatment is obtained by setting V : I - A - M -
Àn : À* :Y : ( : 0 in (7.1), giving

: III-Àr^9-þ5,

: À¿S - rÀ"L - o¿L - ¡-tL,

: rÀ"L + otL - r¿T - ¡L,T - 6tT,

: TtT-aW-pW,

: aW - ¡L"U - 6uU,

(7.13)

a2,

dS

dt

dL
dt

dT
dt

dW
E
dU
dt

7B



1t(nL +T) þrT
where, lr : \*, À, : ¡¡, and ,A{ : ,S + L +T +W + U. The DFE,

€[:¿: (S*,L*,7*,W*,U*), for mode] (7.13) is given by SÍtì: F|p,0,0,0,0). Here,

the non-negative matrix F and the M-matrk, P, for model (7.13) are:

þtn þt 0 0

0 00

0 00

0 00

and P:

ot*p 0 0 0

-u¿ rt*iti_Lt 0 0

Ð-
-T¿ a+p 0

0 -a õ"*p

(7.14)

so that the associated effective reproduction number, 1-l') , fo, the TB-only sub-model

(7.13) is given by

.BÍù : p(Fp-r) : þtlrc(n + 6t + P:) + ot)
(or+p)Gr+6t+þ)

(7.15)

Thus, the following result is established.

Theorem 7.2 The DFE, tltl, of the TB-only sub-mod,el (7.13) wi,th treatment i's LAS

,f 1i-Ít) 17, and, unstable otherw'íse.

Definition 7.2 The threshold, quanti,ty R!ù , 'i,s the basi,c reprod,uct'ion nuntbter for the

sub-model (7.13) with TB-treatrnent. It measures the effecti,ue nurnber of secondary

cases of TB-i.nfecti,on generated by a si,ngle i,ndi,ui,dual that i,s i,nfected wi.th TB i,n a
population wh.ere a fracti,on of th,ose infected wi.th acti,ue TB are gi,uen TB treatment.

It is worth noting that in the absence of TB treatment, and if members of the tr class

are non-transmitting (n: r¿: W : U : 0), the reproduction number Rlt) becomes

equal to ß¿ (from (5.4)) since the sub-model (7.13) reduces to the model (5.1).

7.3.! Backward bifurcation in TB-only sub-model

Here, too, in order to use the Center Manifold theory (see Section 6.3), we defrne

S: frt,L: T2,T: rs,W : [Ê4, and U: 15) so that (7'13) is transformed into the
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following system of equations.

it: II-À¿r1 -þrt : ft,

i2: \trt-rÀ"r2-o¿r2-p,r2 : fz,

i3 : rÀrr2 * otïz - Ttrz - 6¿rs - p,rs : fs,

ia: TtIg-Or4-[LI4 : fq

i5: ar¿-6ur5-¡-tr5 : Ís,

(7.16)

where, N : rt¡- 12t et rat rs, À,: +, ^r: 
U!!#3ù. The reduced system

(7.16) has a DFE given by Xs: (n/p,0,0,0,0). Solving for B¿ftomRÍ") :1 gives

D* o (o, * p)?, + 6t + p) mL__^ _p : lrt: - -,- ;- ç ,-:, . Thus, evaluating thc Jacobian, J(Xs), at B* gives
o¡tK,\T¡+o¿+lt)

(-u -KP* -P* o o \
I o KP*-ot-þ P* o o 

I¡p":l 0 ot -r¿-6t-Lr 0 0 I Q.I7)

I 9 0 rt -a-p 
I

\ 0 0 0 a -6"-p/

The associated left and right eigenvectors of. JB. (corresponding to the zero eigenvalue)

are given by,

u:
(7.18)

¡T
lÒs -f l-t.)w5 |

-1w5L

al

where, Qr : (r¿ * 6¿ * ¡-r), and Qz : (a + ft)@" + p,).

Next, we compute

a :,,å, ('-'''' #'p',1".) *o b : å (' r'' #hl.") (7.1e)
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It can be shown that

o : T p,('''' #h1..) . "*,('''' #hl.")'
and. 0 '20)

b - TÐ(,,#h|^) .-å(-,#h1.,)

Using (7.16) and (7.18) in(7.20) gives

2Q1Q2p,usw'u I QrQr@1K I o¿n * o¿ I o¿r) + Q2o2, I--æ4æf- | r¿o¿(6" * p * a)(Qø ¡ or) - Qzotrþ. )'

and 3 '2t)

, QtQzusws(Qtt + ot)
u : 

fJttrt"t

The expression for a in (7.21) can be rewritten as

o: C[r) þ. _ GÍÐ,

where,

n(t) 2usQ1Q2w2rþQzotr\Jt _ 
d\o?n ,

and,

nG) _ 2usQ1Q2ru2rp I QQz(Q1rc I o¿n I o¿ I o¿r) l\rt 
L+Qro\+rLo.(6aip*ù)(Qr"+où l'

Thus, we have established the following result.

(7.22)

Theorem 7.3 Th.e TB-onlg sub-modelwi,th treatment, (7.13), undergoes a backward
nG)

bi,furcati.on when Rlt) : 7 and, p. , 
þ

In the following section, we shall show that the exogenous re-infection parameter, r,
governs the existence of backward bifurcation in the system (7.13) .
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7.3.2 Endemic equilibrium when r :0
Let S{'ll,=o denote an arbitrary endemic equilibrium of the system (7.13) when r : 0.

dL dr dw du
By setting ; 

: 
ã 

: 
* 

: 
* 

: r : 0 in the last four equations of (7.13),

,** - 
þt(rcL** +T**), 

and solving for the variables L**,7**,W**, ànd.U**, we have/\t - ¡/-*

o¿Àf * ^9**f:

w*" :

u** :

(o¡+ ¡-t)(r¡+' 6tÍ þ)'

r¿o¿À1" S"*
(a + ¡1,)(o¿ -l p)(rt I 6t * þ)'

ûT¿o¿À1" S**

(7.23)

@" + p)(* + p)@, + p)?t -r 6t + þ)

By substituting (7.23) in -ôy'**: ^9** f L** +7"* +W"* lU**, it follows that

(6" + p)(t + p)(o, + p)?, + ù + p)
(7.24)

\ ** þr(oL** + 7**)
"t N** 1

boÀi- + ör :0,
where,

bo : (a+ ¡l(6"+ p)("r*d¿* or) -r 0"2 *vo¿)(õul, p*a)+ ¡-r,õ,a

\ : -(o+ p)(6"+ p){þtl"O"l-rt* 6t) + otl- 0-t+rt* 6t)(ot+ p)} 3.26)

: -(o + p)(6, + tòfu + rt * 6t)(ot + u) (nl') - 1) '

Thus, from (7.26), Àl* : -þ. U.n.., Ài* < 0 if RÍú) ( 1; so that the sub-model (7.13)
botL

has no positive (endemic) equilibrium when 7?jt) < 1. Clearly, the absence of two

endemic equilibria wher, Tljt) ( 1 suggests that backward bifurcation is not feasible in
the sub-model (7.13) when r : 0. A global stabiliiy proof for the DFE of the sub-model

I ("+ tù(/,"+ tt)(rt+6t-lot) 'l 
,**, [("+ tr)(ot+tL')

I +0t'-lr¡o¿)(6,* p*a)+ p6ua )"t ' L *(ô, + p)(rr+6t+ p)¡y'**

,9**

Next, using (7.23) and (7.2! in

following linear equation

and simplifying, gives the

(7.25)
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(7.13) is now given for the câsê r : 0.

7.3.3 Global stability of DFE of model (7.13) for r:0
We claim the following.

Theorem 7.4 Ttte DFE of the sub-n¿od.el (7.13) wi'thr:0 is GAS i'nf l|nlt) <t,
and, unstable wh.en RÍ') , t.

Proof
With r : 0, the model (7.13) reduces to

9 : lI-À¿,9-þ5,
dt

# : À¿s- o¿L-P'L'

dT

" 

: otL-r¡T-¡L'T-õtT,

ry : r¡T-aW-p.W,
dt

dV : aW-tt(l-õuU.
dt

dL(t)
dt

dr(t)

L(t)

r(t)

w(t)

u (t)

þtrcþt00

0 0 00

0 0 00

0 0 00

L(t)

r(t)

w(t)

u (t)

dt

dw(t)
dt

du(t)
dt

:(F'-P)

(7.27)

The last four equations of (7.27) can be expressed, in terms of the next generatton

matrices F and P for the sub-model (7.27), as below.

- ('- #)
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so that (since ,S(¿) < N(t) for all ú > 0)

dL(t)
dt

dr(t)
dt

dw(t)
dt

du(t)
dt

L(t)

r(t)

w(t)

u (t)

<(F-p) (7.28)

The proof is compìeted using the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 5.4. ¡

(7.30)

(7.31)

7.4 Mixed-only Sub-model \il.ith Vaccination

This model is obtained by setting I: A: L:T: Àn- À¿: À": as: Tt: Tm:
W : U : 0 and em : Iin (7.1), giving

dS

= 
: n+av-À-S-CS-pS,

dt

# : Çs - uv - (i - e)À^v - þv, u.2s)

# : À-^9 + (1- e)À^V - ¡L,M - õ*M,

where,

^^:ryandN:,9+V+M.
The DFE of the model (7.29) is given by tli,)o: (S*,V*,0), where 5* : -Pl-Ù_pG+u+tt)

¿ITandV*: -;;-*. Here, the associated reproduction numbcr is givcn by
p¿(q+@+l.L)

It is worth mentioning here that the mixed-only sub-model (7.29) above with vaccina-

tion exhibits similar dynamics to that of the HIV-only sub-model (7.2) with vaccina-
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tion. That is, it can be shown that the system (7.29) exhibits backward bifurcation
(for e I 1), and that the sub-model (7.29) has a DFE that is GAS whenever € : 1.

Furthermore, the basic reproduction number (in the absence of vaccination) of model
(7.29), denoted by R*, is given by

'12 þ*
'em (6* + p.)'

Thus, using (7.31) and (7.32) gives

(7.32)

(7.33)ñg) : [ø t ¡¿ + ((t : e)] R^ 1R^.
\u + 11+ ç)

Up till now) we have considered sub-models of the extended model (7.1). In so doing,

we separately obtained three basic reproductive numbers: nf) , nÍ') , aid, ñ,lT) . These

numbcrs will be shown to constitute important epidemiological thresholds for the ex-

tended model (7.1). However, the tast, (ãfi)), of these three will be shown to assume

a more general form that was obtained for the mixed-only sub-model (7.29) above. In
the sections that foilow below, we shall see how these three thresholds feature in the
extended model (7.1).

7.6 Analysis of the Full Extended Model

The extended model (7.1) has a DFE given by

p,(e+a*p)'
(u + p.)n I

+

(7.34)

In the sections that follow, we shall focus on a series of analyses: the stability analysis of
the DFE, t["),to obtain the thresholds that characterize the dynamics of the extended

model (7.1). This is followed by the analyses of the limiting values of these thresholds

to obtain suprema and infima for this model. We conclude the chapter with a summary

after a bifurcation analysis for the conditions of backward bifurcation and the global

stability of the DFE.

:t !
a + t1)'p.((

0, 0, 0, 0, 0,0, 0, 0l
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7.5.L Local stability of the DFE

The next generation matrices associated with the model (7.1) are

þn9,Tnþn9,0 0 Q*þ^G 000

0 0 0 000

0 oþ, þ, etþ^g, 0 0 0

0 0 0 000
F-

0 0 Q*þ*Qu 0 0 0

00

00

00

000

000

000

and,

D-!-

6oi þt

0

0

0

0

0

0

uitL.*

oni tt 0 0000

0000

otl[t 0 0 0

-o¡ r¿1-6¡i-¡t 0 0

0 0 r^*6*]-;1 0

0 rt 0 ai¡,t.

00T7,.0

0004

00

-oa 0

00

00

00

00

oa* l-r 0

0 õ"+ p

-oh

0

0

0

0

0

0

where, gt. : ((t - .) It follows thatuitt,*C

R9'ì. : p(F P-r) : ^u*{l;Íi) ,RÍ') ,Rg)},
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with,

Hence,

1¿r) þnla + p + ((t- €)l(ô" * ¡t t q¡o¡)
(u*t"+Ç)þn+ùØ"+t")

(7.36)

Rg) : q*þ^lal_p-t((t-u)l
(u -t tr + ()("* + 6* -r tr)

Thus, we have estabìished the following result.

Theorem 7.5 The DFE of the ertend,ed HIV-TB rnod,el (7.1) i,s LAS Lf R|t) 11, and,

unstable ,Í Rgt) > L

Definition 7 .3 The threshold, quant'ity n|tì, ¿t the basi,c reprod.uct'ion number for the

ertended model (7.1) wi.th HlV-uacci.nat'ion, and TB-treatment. It measures the o,uerage

number of secondary cz,ses generated bg a si,ngle i,ndi,ui,dual that i,s i,nfected wi,th ei.ther

HIV, or TB i,n a completely suscepti,ble populati,on where a fracti.on of th.e suscepti,ble

'is uacc'inated agai.nst HIV, and a fracti,on of th,ose i,nfected with actiue TB i,s treated^

Observe that we can rewrite nÍÏ) i" (7.36) in terms otñli;) (from (7.31)) as follows.

mQ) 1tfrc(r¿ * ô¿ * P) + oÀtwt 
@t + tr)(rt + 6t + u) '

(7.37)

Further, combining (7.33) with (7.37) yields

1¿9) <ñ9).n* (7.38)

Thus, it follows from (7.33) and (7.38) that the use of an imperfect HIV vaccine re-

duces the average number of secondary infections due to HIV and the HIV/TB mixed

infection.

R9 : , n^ ,ñfl avøl (since q* < 1).

(1* t#7,)
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7.5.2 Threshold analysis

(i) Etrect of vaccine coverage on HlV-infection
Taking the limit of Rf) in (7.36) as the vaccine coverage rate, (, tends to infinity gives

Iim lrcf) : .li-q+co q+oo

þnla + p + eQ- €)l(6, -f ¡1. t r7¡o¡,)

@ * t' + Ç)(on + p')(6" + p')

lu+tt.+Ç(I-e)lRn
(u+ p+C)

: (I - e)R¡ 1 Rn,

where, the basic reproduction number, R¡, of. HIV is given in (a.6). Thus, epidemiolog-
ically, v/e see that the use of an imperfect vaccine, with large enough coverâge (( * oo),

reduces the basic reproduction number of HIV. In fact, if e: 1, lim Î¿f) :0. That
( +co

is, if the vaccine is 100% effective, then HIV will be eliminated from the community.

(ii) Etrect of latent transmission and treatment on TB-infection
Denote Rjt)l and Rjt)l u, the basic reproduction numbers of the model (7.1) in" lrc:0 " lr¿:0
the absence of transmission by latent TB individuals (rc : 0), and in the absence of
treatment for active TB in the TB-only class ("r : 0), respectively. Then (7.15) can

be re-written as

0rt

: Iim
C--

(or+p)(rt+ù+tr)

lry+(1 -.1] æ^
: l!=L s(ïä (?.,)

(7.3e)

(7.40)

(7.41)

nÍùl.:o :

þrl"@r+p')+otl : l'.úiÐ1", )R,

Further,

r¿ÍÐI
ln.:O (ot+ p)@'+ t")

In (7.40) and (7 .4I),7?¿ is the reproduction number of the TB-only component of model

(3.1). In other words, ß¿ is a reproduction number of system (7.1) in the absence of
treatment for individuals with active TB. Thus, equations (7.a0) and (7.41) show that
the number of new cases of TB infection in the model (7.1) is reduced (below R¿) when

latent TB individuals are not transmitting; and the number of new cases of TB infection



increases (beyond 2-¿) in the absence of treatment of active TB individuals in the ?
class, respectively. The absence of transmission by latently-infected individuals and the

presence of treatment for active TB reduces the reproduction numb"t (æft) l":o = 
Or) ,

hence offering beneficial public health impact.

By rewriting the expression for RÍÐ in (7.15) and Rjt)l 
^ 

in (7.41) as
lTt:U

DG)l 0' f o' I'tdì-'\,,:o : 
C;-Ã l" + 

10, + ølJ '

and

"Íq : G:iÃ[".tt;-] ,

R\ùl <R!ù <r¿lùl
'lx=o- 'lrr:o

The public health implication of the inequality (7.a3) is that the use of TB treatment
reduces the basic reproduction number (as expected) and, hence, reduces the new cases

of TB infection in the communitv. Further, it can be seen that

þtlo(rr*6¿* LI)+oi
(o¡ + p,)(r¿ -f 6t -l tt)

o,l"('.+).îl
(7.44)

(7.42)

it follows that,
(7.43)

iim
T¿+æ

0trc
ot* þ

Thus, the asymptotic dynamics of TB is dependent on the number of new infections

generated by the latently-infected individuals (at the rate B¿n) and the duration in

the latently-infected "f*, 
(--l-) . tn"r"tore, the task of effectively controlling the
\ott tt.,/

spread of TB infection in the model (7.1) (that is, making RÍt) .1) is enhanced by

reducing the number of infections generated by latently-infected individuals or, having

shorter durations in the -L class . The iatter may sound counter-intuitive, but it is

logical since it essentially means we ensure that people move from the .L class too the

? class, where effective treatment is available at a faster rate.

(iii) Etrect of vaccination coverage on mixed-infection

(o,+tì(t.+)



Finally, from the expression lor Rli) in (7.36), we have

üm RS)
( too

which, with (7.32), yields

(r*+6^+p,)'

hm 7rf)
( tco

(7.45)

(7.46)

Thus, the use of an imperfect vaccine with large enough coverage (('-), reduces

the basic reproduction number of the mixed-infection. Furthermore, it is easy to see

that

Iim Rþ) : - o. (7.47)

Hence, the treatment of people with active TB in the mixed class, with large coverage

(r* -, oo), will eìiminate the HIV/TB mixed infection from the community. This is

a very important result of this research; and achieving this will be a big public health

breakthrough, æ curtailing TB infection in sufferers of HIV/AIDS has a enormous

impact on reducing the disease-related mortaiity of both diseases.

7.5.3 Backward bifurcation in the extended model (7.f)

As before, let,9 : x)r,V : tr2,1 : qz)A : rA,L : ls,T : r61M : r7,W : rg,Y --
Íe, ând (J : rr0, so that the system (7.1) is transformed into the following system of

equations.
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it : lI+ar2-Ànrt-Àtrt-À*:xt-Çrt-t"rt : ft,
iz : Çxr-arz-(I-e)À¡,r2-Àtrz-(1 -e)À*r2-þrz : fz,
i3 : À¡r1]_ enÀ*rt + (1 - e)À¡r2 + qn(I - e)À^r2 - ?¡À¿rs

-ohDs-[tTs : fs,
ta : o¡rsiovrg-)¡À¿ra-60r¿,-þr¿, : Í¿,
i5 : À¿r1 * etÀ^rt I À¿r2 -f qt(I - e)À^r2 - Ànrs - rÀ"r5

-otrs - Ltx:s : Ís, Q.48)
i6 : rÀ"r5 lotrs-Ànra-Ttra-6¿r6-pr6 : fa,
rz : Q*\^rt * ?¡À¿rs * ?nÀtnt* À¿r5 * À6r,6

+q^(l-e)À^r2-Tmr7-6^rz-Lmt : Ír,
ig : Ttr6-arg-l-Lrg : fe,
ig Trnïg - o,yïg - prg : Íg,
riO: ax)B-6ur¡6-prlo : frc,

where, N: zr lrzi13*,4*rs+ Iaii'z*rs * Is-l11¡, 
^n: 

W#Ð

^r: 
U!!#3Ð and À, : # rhe DFE of (7.48) is

The corresponding Jacobian, J(Xo), is given by

!
a

Ç

+
+ p)II
+a+tt)'p!

(u
p(("o: I + p)' 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,01 .

J (xo) :

where,

-cs a -c1 -cúln -Cztt -c2 -c3 0 0 0

( -c¿, -c5 -c;nh -carc -c6 -c7 0 0 0

0 0 ce-cg cerln 0 0 Qndo 0 0 0

00oh-d40000oaO
0 0 0 0 dz-ds þ, Stdo 0 0 0

0000a¿-d,a0000
0 0 0 0 0 0 q^do-ds 0 0 0

00000rt0-da00
00000000-d,20
o00oo00o}-ds

(7.4e)
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0tK
cs : þnKz, ce : î1, cz : þ^Kz, cs : þnKs, cs : o¡ * lt,

do:þ^Kz, dt:õolp, dz:K/t, dz:otip, da:Tt-l 6tIþ,

ds:T*16*i þ, da: a-l þ, dz: oal p, de:6u* þ.

The stability threshold for the transformed system (7.a8) is æ!]f. Si""", from (7.35),

it was given that Rg:): max{Ttf), n!'),n9)¡,it follows that there are three possible

stability factors: nf), nÍ'),7¿[l), ,"rp"ctively given in (7.36). Correspondingiy, the
three possible bifurcation parameters Bi, Bi, and pi are respectively obtained from
(7.36) by setting 1/-f) :7, I-Í') : 1, Rg) : 1, þn: þî,, 0t: þî, þ^: pi and, solving
f.or Bi, B[, and, Phi" the resulting equations. Here, the case 1-1f) :1is considered.

Solving lor B¡ fto- ?f) : 1 gives

co: Ç * l-t, ct: þnKt, cz: l3tKt, cs: þ*Kt,

@ + r' + ()("¿ + p)(6"+ p)

a+p+((i-e)
(Ç+u+tL.) 1

c4:a+p,

-c2-c3000
-c6-c7000
0qndo000
000or0
þrQdo000

-d,a0000
0 q*d,s-d,6 0 0 0

r¿0-d600
000-dz0
000O-d,s

(7.50)

nn*IJh: IJ :

so that J(Xo) at B* becomes

Jp" :

[, + p+ ((1 - e)](ô" + p + nhoh)'

-cs a -ci -cúln -czç
Ç -c¿, -c5 -cinn -catx
0 0 cä-cs carln 0

00oh-d,t0
0 0 0 0 dz-ds
0000o¿
00000
00000
00000
00000

(7.51)

where, c!: B*K1, ci: B"K2 and c[ : þ*Ks. It follows that the non-zero left and right
eigenvectors, u and tl, (corresponding to the zero eigenvalues of Jp-) are respectively
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given by

't) : (T,'u2, evl)2 * e2us,ff, 
"rr, * ff,u0, 

o, o, us, o)

and
( caea I ae5 (ea i cses d4wa d,ad.6ws d.6w r 7

w : 
-tw4t-tj,0,Trg,0,0) 

,\ coca - (u ' csca - Çr' o¡ otTt T¿ /
where,

nn(cica 1- csa)
)

caurln

ddz
CN" cÄo'nn'

(c2ca + c6a)
€3: u&)

ci@1 + Tnon)w+ d.6c2(d,an i o¿)ws
v+ r 

-1

otTt

and
cå(ù + rtnon)wq, d,6c6(d.an I o¿)wg

v¡ 
' 

-'

(7.52)

(7.53)

Oh otTt

For system (7.48), the foìlowing parameters must be computed.

o' :,,#:,(' r'''' #hl.")'

b _ 
å(._,,#h1.")

Using 'u7 : 'us : u10 : 'trs : 1t)70: 0 in the expressions for the eigenvector u and tu

above, together with B. : B¡" and (7.48) in (7.53) gives

ar : cf) p. - Gf),

, (ou + tò(6" + p)(6" * tr * r\¡o¡)waus 3 '54)

t 
^',h" 

rt
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where,

(7.55)

c@) :

The expression for Cf;) ir too lengthy and not reported here. It follows from (7'54)

and (7.5b) , b and Cfj\r" positivel un¿ i, can also be shown that Gf;) is positive'

Thus, if. a > 0 in (7.S4), then by Theorem 6.2, the following result is established'

Theorem 7.6 The ertend,ed. HIV-TB mod.el (7.1) undergoes a backward bifurcati'on
nþ)

when4f) :I ønd' P. r?,).
w¡

7.6 SummarY

In this chapter, the basic HIV-TB model (3.1) is extended to incorporate treatment

for TB in two difierent ciasses, as well as the use of a potential imperfect HIV vaccine'

Rigorous analysis of the model revealed the following'

(i) The HIV-only sub-model with vaccination undergoes a vaccine-induced backward

bifurcation. Furthermore, the introduction of vaccination into the HIV-only sub-

modei (7.2) causes a reduction in the basic reproduction number of the HIV-only

model in (4.1) demonstrating the public health impact of such an intervention'

(ii) The TB-onty model undergoes backward bifurcation, resulting from the exoge-

nous re-infection property of TB disease; the full extended model (7'1) also un-

dergoes backward bifurcation.

(iii) A large enough coverage of the use of an imperfect vaccine (( - -) against

HlV-infection reduces the number of new cases of HIV or mixed infections'

(iv) The absence of TB transmission by latently-infected individuals reduces the re-

production number for TB (in the absence of treatment and infection by latentiy-

infected ìndividuals).

(v) The reproduction number aÍt) i, boundcd bv 1-lùl^:o 
= 

ÎdÍù < æÍ"1",:o'

(vi) Mixed infection (that is, the class M) can be eliminated from a community in-

fested with HIV and TB infections, by ensuring a large enough covelage ('^'
oo) of the DOTS therapy treatment for individuals with mixed infections involv-

ing active TB.

| 2puawtwe@ + ¡l(6" i tr t rtnon)x l
I fu' * 2r¡¡.t * 26¿¡.t-r 2r¡õ¡ * 6! + r! + þtot) J
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Chapter I
Contributions and F\rture Work

8.1 Contributions

The main contributions of the thesis can be described under the following categories'

(A) Model Formulation

(i) A reasonably realistic model for the interaction between HIV and TB is

designed, and grad.ually refined to include control strategies (vaccine for

HIV and DOTS for TB). Further, this is the very first HIV-TB model that

incorporates:

(a) TB transmission by latently-infected individuals;

(b) Vaccination for HIV in an HIV-TB co-infection model;

(c) Tlansmission of HIV-TB co-infection to a susceptible individual.

(ii) This study is amongst the very few studies that offer rigorous analysis of

HIV/TB interaction in a population'

(B) Mathematical AnalYsis

(i) The study uses a number of dynamical systems tools and methodologies to

analyze the associated models (which are relatively large in comparison to

the many models of single diseases in the literature). These include standard

linearization, next generation operator method, comparison theorem, center

manifold theory, Lyaponuv function theory, Lasalle Invariance principle, etc.

(ii) Global stabiìity results are provided for the DFE of a number of models;

and LAS results are given for endemic equilibria of many of the associated

models (which are generalìy relatively large).

(iii) The center manifold theory is used to establish backward bifurcation in TB

models (with exogenous re-infection) and HIV models with vaccination'
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(C) Public Health
The study provides some important insights into the transmission mechanisms

and control of the two diseases, incÌuding the following:

(i) An imperfect vaccine (of modest efficacy) with large enough coverage can

lead to the elimination of HIV.

(ii) The presence of exogenous re-infection induces backward bifurcation in the
TB models.

(iii) The presence of backward bifurcation in HIV models with imperfect vaccine.

(iv) TB transmission by latently-infected individuals plays significant role in TB
transmission dynamics

(v) Effective treatment for TB can lead to its effective control if transmission

by latent individuals is minimized, or if the duration in the latent class is

short.

(vi) Mortality rate among TB and HIV sufferers can be lowered by effectively
treating active TB with large enough coverage, with the effect that mixed

infection is eliminated in ihe community.

8.2 F\rture \Mork

There are two major areas of possible future work, namely model refi.nement and

mathematical analysis. Specificall¡

(i) the model can be refined to include multiple strains of TB and HIV, as well as

to include pediatric TB and HIV as separate compartment in the model;

(ii) and most of the mathematical analyses in this thesis was restricted to estabìishing

local and global asymptotic stabilities of disease-free equilibria; and the local

asymptotic stability of endemic equiìibria. The work can be extended to explore

ways to investigate the global dynamics of the associated boundary equilibria.
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